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Good Reads
Habeas Corpus - Jill McDonough
"McDonoiigh's poems stretch and expand the sonnet form.

Through its taut, refining lens, she shows us the countless ways in

which a life can end... Part death count, part historical panorama,
part impassioned plea, but for the most part a collection of striking,

absorbing poetry, in this work McDonough has produced a unique
and necessary debut." — Sarah Crown Poetry London

MUD SEASON Mud Season - Pamela Annas
"WTiat resonates most clearly and powerfully in Pam Annas 's Mud

Season is her ability to assume a variety of distinctive voices, and in

so doing, speak from a variety of experiences. This is made possible

because of the poet's good ear for a diction that is not present simply

to announce or decorate or please, but instead to carefully lure the

reader into the lives she inhabits in order to tell a fresh and illuminat-

ing storv^ ofwho we are." —Bruce Weigl

The Animal Girl - John Fulton

"These short stories and novellas are cn stallized fiction that man-
age to tell complete tales in a few pages.... Fulton does a careful, de-

tailed job in limning the frustrating emotional life of his characters.'

— Library^ Journal

'Tn their exploration of loss, Fulton's moving vignettes offer glimps-

es into all that is painful and hopeful and human." —Booklist

They Say - Joe Torra

A working-class, first- generation Italian family living in the Boston

area in the first half of the 20th centuiy: struggles over oldest brother

Louie, whose early artistic genius and political passions deteriorate

into delusion and severe mental illness. Narrated by various siblings

in this sprawling family, their stories have the intimacy and drama
of a conversation told around the kitchen table— and like any living,

breathing family tale, the brothers' and sisters' stories intersect, run

parallel, contradict each other, fill in each other's gaps.



Rhetorics Of Literacy - Nadia Nurhusseiii

''Rhetorics OfLiteracy combines book history, media studies, and
African ^\merican studies in new and compelling ways. It is deeply

historical, offering a wealth of contextual material— the best kind of

literary' history that pays close attention to form. In general, Nadia

Nurhussein combines fine close readings and compelling narrative

history, while showing great range in her move from the nineteenth

century to modernism." —Gavin Jones, Stanford

The House OfWidows - Askold Melnyczuk

"The House of Widows is a dazzling novel, rich with fascinating

characters, whose search for love and truth carries them from countiy

to country, uncovering terrible secrets, and in the course of their jour-

ney revealing much about the history of the last half-century."

—Howard Zinn

Europe's Long Century - Spencer di Scala

The rise and fall ofcommunism led historians to conclude Europe's

twentieth century history is solely predicated upon politics, but

Professor Spencer di Scala argues Europe's most recent century was
not a short century. Di Scala's work explores "the trends and main
issues we are coping with today (and their) deep roots: science and its

dilemmas, migrations, ethnic and religious conflicts, the hopes and
disuUisions of an integrated Europe in a multipolar world."

-Giuliano Amato, former Prime Minister of Italy

Weimar Germany - Paul Bookbinder

TheRepublic OfTheReasonable ,
only 160 pages, offers an outstanding

account of the constant political revolutions, the worst inflation

in Western Civilization's history, and even the often forgotten

accomplishments of the Weimar Republic. The Weimar period in

German history extended from 1919 to 1933. The Republic is often

treated only as a preface to the study of the rise of Fascism in Germany
and this book seeks to correct the balance, exploringWeimar for what
it was as well as where it led.

EUROPE'S LONG
CENTURY





by Ivana Ivanova

Homewrecker

whistled as I walked down the street, kicking up piles of leaves as

I went. It was Thursday. On Thursday afternoons, I went to see my
mistress.

I took the steps two at a time up to her tiny loft apartment. I unlocked

the door silently and crept in. Johanna stood near the window, staring out,

deep in thought, with her back to me. I came up behind her and wrapped

my arms around her waist. She jumped.

"Charles!" she exclaimed. "Never do that again! You scared the hell out

of me!" I smiled sheepishly

"Sorry, babe. Didn't mean to." I rested my head on her shoulder and

after a few seconds I felt her relax and put her arms around me with a sigh.

"How much time do we have.''" she asked. Annoyance flared up in me.

She asked the same question every time even though the answer never

changed.

"I have to be home by six-thirty," T replied mechanically She sighed

again.

"I guess we'd better get down to business tlien," she said. I lifted my
head and shrugged. I was still annoyed and in no mood to make love.

However, she was right. We only had an hour, and not a lot to talk about

anyway.

Half an hour later, we lay in her bed together. She sat up to light a ciga-

rette. I hated this habit of hers, and she knew it. I cleared my throat and

raised my eyebrows. She paused and held my gaze defiantly for several

moments, then groaned and put the cigarette and lighter away We sat in

silence.

"I have to go," I said. She nodded. T got up and dressed. "Bye." Slie

waved. As I was exiting, I noticed her moving towards her pack of ciga-

rettes.

Several hours later, I was lying in a similar fashion at home with my
wife, except that Lisa had curled herself close against me in a way Joliaiuia

never did. I was half asleep when I realized she was speaking to me.

Ficrion 9



"Honey?" she was saying. "I - sometimes I feel like you're not all with

me. I - don't know. Maybe it's just me." I opened my eyes to see her eyes

fixed on a spot on the wall to my left and chewing on her bottom lip. She

looked up at me, paused, then ventured quietly, "Remember when we were

wild?" I smiled. She continued even more quietly, "Remember that time

we did it in your parents' kitchen? And there was that time in your car, in

the airport parking lot, when we went to pick Jackie up." She rested her

chin on my chest. "We don't do things like that anymore." As I watched

her speak, a wicked idea suddenly came forth through my post- coital haze.

I bit my tongue to stop myself from speaking before I had figured out the

best way to phrase my proposal.

"There is something I have always wanted to do," I began tentatively.

She nodded, urging me on. I hesitated artificially. "No, never mind. You

wouldn't want to do it."

"No, no!" she exclaimed, lifting her head so that our eyes were level.

"You can tell me anything. You should know that."

"You're sure?" Lisa nodded vigorously. "I have - well, I have always

wanted to have a threesome." There was a pregnant pause.

"Okay," Lisa finally said. I blinked in surprise.

"Really?"

"Yes. If it would make you happy, anything." She pulled herself up and

planted a kiss on my cheek. I smiled and closed my eyes, planning how to

convince Johanna to join us as I drifted

She cont inued even more quietlv, into a contented sleep.

"Rememl)er lhat I ime we did it in '^^^^^ ^ my chance to talk

to Johanna. We lay across her couch,

your parents' kitdien? flipping through the television chan-

nels.

"We don't really have fun anymore," I said. She tilted her head to look

at me.

"Are you saying we should break up?" she asked.

"No, no, no," I replied. "I just - there's something I want to try. I think

it could be fun."

"WTiat is it?" I could see that her interest was piqued.

"A threesome?" Johanna was silent. Finally, she answered hesitantly.

"Okay." I raised my eyebrows. This was so much easier than I thought
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it would be.

"Okcvv?"

"Okay." She sat up. "Have you decided with who?" 1 hesitated. 1 hoped

she would not get upset.

"Well, I was thinking it would be easiest with Lisa." Johanna looked

surprised.

"Is she down with that.'^" she asked. I nodded. "You didn't tell her about

me, did you?"

"No. I just told her that I have a friend from work who might be game,"

I said. Johanna nodded thoughtfully.

"Well, if you can orchestrate it, sure. Why not," she said. I grinned and

leaned in to kiss her

Two weeks later, on Saturday night, Lisa, Johanna, and I went out to

dinner together The atmosphere at the table was a little tense. The two

women were polite yet not totally comfortable with one another. After din-

ner, we took a cab back to my and Lisa's house. Once inside, I took each

of them by the hand and led them silently to the bedroom. I had taken

the time earlier to arrange candles aroimd the room and cool a bottle of

champagne. Lisa and Johanna sat on the edge of the bed as I poured out a

glass for each of us. When I returned to them, I saw that they were holding

hands. I smiled inwardly and hoped that the night would be a success. We
made a toast to ourselves, then began to undress.

It took the better part of an hour to get all of us bare and under the bed-

sheets. I lay between Lisa and Johanna as we got more comfortable with

the sensation of doing with three people what had up to this point been

a two-person activity. As the night wore on, the two women became more

adventurous and I took a more passive role, enjoying the unprecedented

success ofmy plan to have both my wife and my mistress at the same time.

At one point, I suddenly realized that I had been excluded from their play.

Lisa and Johanna were completely focused on each other and seemed to

have forgotten me. I was happy enough just to watch.

That was six months ago. That night had consequences I never foresaw.

Not only did Lisa leave me, she left me to be with Johaiuia. She thanked

me for initiating the event that allowed her to realize what was the real

reason that she had felt distant from me and what would make her truly

happy. Even month I receive a postcard from her, along with an alimony

check, from a different countiy, with a short greeting on the back. Slie as-

sures me that she and Johanna are, indeed, truly happy [>

Fiction 1
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Raphael Bliss

Emma's Sonnet

Remember the very first night we danced?

At Speakeasy, cowboys sprang to buy you

drinks. I stood by a bar bench scribbling

autumn drums. You caught me gazing and crossed

your eyes, all-containing, universal.

You laughed and smashed past my pretense and snatched

my notebook, and you spun our gypsy hips

out to Sixth Street. You struck brilliant fires

everywhere that night. I sketched your image

in ash on every sidewalk. In midnight

lightening, all-containing, universal,

you appear and leave a blinding absence

in love. I still sketch with slag from electric

memories struck when our blaze grew epic.
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The Closet Under the

Stairs

Do you know Christine?

She's six-foot-two,

wears a red dress that brings out her curves,

carries a black purse encrusted with diamonds.

We met at a cafe.

She smashed her glass of wine into the table,

stood up, lifted my shirt,

and slit a shard of glass

through the skin over my stomach.

/ keep a loadedgun

in the closet under the stairs.

Next Thursday

ril lift it to my temple.

Do you know Christine?

She's a short woman
sitting behind a desk.

I can't tell whether her smile

is genuine or forced.

She screams at me to sit.

I do as she says.

I don't hear what else she says.

I keep a helium machine

in the closet under the stairs.

There 's a mask attached

to a canister ofgas.

IfI sit still long enough

and breathe.

My thoughts willgush

out ofmy head.



Do you know Christine?

I met her at a bar table

in a cafe.

I brought her to my bedroom

and sHd my hand

down the back of her neck.

She arched her back and

hmips of muscle popped out,

pushing into a wall of flesh.

Little hairs burst out,

enveloping the wall of flesh.

The head twisted around

and smiled at me
through its beard.

I keep an instruction manual

in the closet under the stairs.

It has directionsfor how to construct

a helium machine

ifyou have cancer or syphilis.

Theparts are very expensive.

Do you know Christine.^

It's the name of an island

I own

off the coast of the Congo.

Pretty boys come

and lie with me
and we look up into the sky

and wonder what the consteflations mean.

One night, one said to me,

"I wish we could build a ship

and go to that star."

/ keep a lock on the door

ofthe closet under the stairs

so no one knows

its empty.



Kara Woolen

The Public Transportation

Epidemic

^/^iiblic transportation claims commuters

like an epidemic. Ticket prices contin-

ue to rise, and the trains, buses, and subway

cars, continue to deteriorate. Public trans-

portation has transformed from a conve-

nient way into the city to a massive migraine

for those who deal with it daily. Everyone I

see on the trains these days looks vacant and

depressed. Right now, the MBTA consists

of the subway, buses, and commuter rail. A
monthly subway pass costs about $60 dol-

lars and, fortunately, is relatively cheap. But

the quality of the service keeps deteriorat-

ing.

Busses throw you around, stop short, and

then speed back into traffiic. The Commuter
Rail has eight zones and prices vary, depend-

ing on the zone you depart from. A monthly

pass for the communter rail in some places

is over $260 dollars. At that high of a price,

the least they could do is let people park at

the stMion for free. Nope, of course not, $4

dollars a day Thinking about not paying for

your parking spot.'^ Don't do it. They send

you your fine in the mail. The commuter rail

first eats up your pocketbook and then it

swallows you whole when it decides to delay,

cancel, orjam pack trains.

I usually depart from the fifth or sixth zone

depending on if I decide to take the ultra

slow Franklin/Forge Park line or the Provi-

dence line. The decision usually depends on

whether or not I am in a rush or what train

line departs later.

One morning I choose the Mansfield stop

on the Providence line because it was cold

and there is a quaint ticket and coffee shop

there. I always arrive at the train station ten

to fifteen minutes early, because unlike peo-

ple who have monthly passes I buy a single

ride tickets. Wliile I waited that morning I

saw so many depressed people that I want to

blow my brains out. Men and women of all

ages waiting in line to go to their nine-to-five

day jobs that most of them despise. \\ omen
yelling into their cell phones at kids disobey-

ing tlie babysitter tning to get them i*eady

for school is often a conversation I o> erhear.
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Another popular conversation is sports. Be-

sides weather, it's probably the only other

topic that at least three fourths of the crowd

can chime in on. I glance at them and don't

even see faces, just a group ofmiserable peo-

ple. I tell myself I will never turn into one of

those morning commuters. I tell myself that

I will always keep my physical and mental

appearance up to par. Then I frantically keep

talking to myself pondering whether or not

these people said the very exact thing I said.

As I am freaking out about whether or not

I am seeing a glimpse of myself in a distant

future, I look up and read the alert being

posted on the announcement board. "Train

to Boston in 27 Minutes" it reads. Areyou se-

rious? I say to myself as I hear the crowd of

already miserable people go into an uproar.

The train is supposed to arrive in three min-

utes and now that it is delayed twenty-seven

minutes not only will I arrive late to Boston

and miss half of my first class, I am going to

be on an overcrowded train.

The train comes thirty-one minutes later

and is completely full. I somehow manage

to find a three seater with one available spot.

I push my way through the irritated crowd

and signal that I want to take the seat. In-

stead of just sliding over, an over- weight

business man lifts his briefcase and then

lifts himself up so I can sit in the middle. I

sit down and slide my backpack betw^een my
legs. I try to take off my coat and manage to

elbow the lady sleeping next to me. She was

drooling, so I guess elbowing her wasn't all

that bad. At least now she will have time to

fix her make up. I know I shouldn't complain

about being sandvdched in between an over-

weight business man and a tired -looking old

lady considering that half of the people that

got on the train with me had to stand the

rest of the trip.

I hear the conductor snipping away tick-

ets. "Hello," I say to him with a grin and by

his reaction he has not seen one of these on

his typical morning commute shift. "Well,

hello. Ticket please," he says back to me. I

hand him my Zone 6 ticket and he winks at

me as he grazes his way to the next seat of

people meandering through all of the stand-

ing people. "What a creep," I think to myself

He seemed like such a nice guy. By the time

we arrive at the Route 128 stop, which is only

two stops away from when people start mo-

seying off the train, the train has reached full

capacity. The conductors have to turn people

away at Route 128 and make an announce-

ment that the train is going to skip the next

stop and go straight to Ruggles.

As the train is trying to depart from Route

128, it transforms into a zoo. Instead of the

miserable and tired-looking people that

are on the train, vicious and rabid men
and women start going berserk. I literally

hear everything from "I'm going to sue the

MBTA" to "I'm going to murder someone"

coming from people's mouths. At this point,

I can't even handle what commotion that is

going on around me. I put my ear plugs in

and listen to the electronic artist Shpongle

to put me in an uplifting trance. At Ruggles,

about a fourth of the people get off the train

and head to work. At the next stop. Back Bay,

about half of the people get off the train. Fi-

nally at the final stop. South Station, I get off

wdth the rest of people who remain on the

train. Elevated from my happy trance, I walk

towards to the entrance of the Red Line to

see mounds of people losing their shit be-

cause service on the Red Line is experienc-

ing heavy delays. I laugh and embrace the

chaos. (>
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Benjamin DcNonshirc

Seven for Snow

^^^^^now woke up like she did any other day— eager to meet the world,

eager to see what it had in store for her She didn't really heheve in

carpe diem, or fate for that matter, but she thought putting the two together

would be a good plaee to start.

The sim wasn't up yet, and the outside was still a fuzzy blue. She liked

that color. Her apartment was small— only a few rooms— but she was veiy

proud of it and of all the furniture, the paintings, and the knick-knacks

from Snow White and the Se^en Dwarfs on the table tops in the living area—
none of which sh e bought herself

Connected to the living area is a small kitchen almost pushed up against

a corner, between the two areas a small dining table with four chairs sur-

rounding it. She didn't put on the light. She never does; she likes the dark-

ness, the silence, she feels at home surrounded by its secrets. She yawned

deeply and began brewing tea as she stared at the stillness outside, h was

quiet, not too quiet, just quiet enougb. She smiled dreamily and began to

hum, not to any particular tune, dreaming of a far away castle and a charm-

ing prince. Her focus on the world around hei- sharpened when she sipped

the tea, and she realized that she was not dressed, she hurried back to hcv

room with the lea cup and placed '\\ on hei- dresser

Her clothes were folded neatly on tbe cbaii- next to her desk, and be-

neath them was a bag carefidly placed and full with eventhing sbe tbougbt

Fiction 1
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she might need for the day: papers, books, a CD walk-maii, pencils, pens,

tape recorder, and a stack of notebooks. Taking another sip of her tea, she

marches over to the chair, takes off her cotton pajamas and folds them on

the bed. She looks at herself in a full-size wall mirror Naked, she consid-

ers her milky pale skin in contrast to her coal black hair. She stares pas-

sionately into her face, and prays that today her fairy tale story will have a

happilv ever after Then she puts on the men's nursing scrub pants, yellow,

and her plain royal blue tee-shirt that she laid out the night before.

"There.. .much better." Snow said aloud, quite satisfied with her outfit,

even if it was a size to big for her

She didn't like to use a lot ofmake up, just lipstick and some eye shadow,

that's all. Though naturally beautiful, she had an ugly duckling complex

since she had been an ugly child young. She had not noticed yet she be-

came the beautiful swan. She stared into this mirror, still half sleeping in

her dream of fair}- tales.

" Mirror, mirror, on the wall, who's the fairest one of them all.^" she half

whispered.

"Me!" A loud shout came from the bathroom door

Rita, a well-cuned, golden-tanned woman in a very suggestive black

business suit, stood in the doorway blowing cool air in a hot cup of tea.

"Oh! Rita, you scared me," she squeaked.

"'Sorry, honey, didn't mean to," she said. "Oh honey, when are you going

to stop wearing those clothes.f'"

"When they stop being so damn comfortable!" she exclaimd.

Rita rolled her eves and they both walked into the living area, sat on a

ve7y old but incredibly worn in love seat, and turned on the television. The

weather report said it'd be a sunny day, still she thought she aught to wear

hei- jacket just in case. Snow was excited, eager even, because today she

and Rita were going to start thier new jobs at the Metro Medical Center

The trip was long, not because of traffic, there was barely any, but she

couldn't sit still. She changed the radio every few seconds, and intermit-

tently sang along with snatches of songs. She knew that she would bore

Rita with her endless babble. She knew^ this because she always babbles a

thousand times faster when she gets excited. She did it for her last t^ventA

biithdays and various holidays, her father's wedding, and even first date

she had, which is prohal)l\ ^\hy she hasn't had a steady boyfriend since

high school. Rita just smiled and focused on driving. They got there with

plenty of time to spare and both did a quick check in the mirror in unison.



She couldn't help but to smile as she put on her red rose lip stick.

Rita's walk was very sassy, she thought— a lot of hip action, and sway.

She notices it when Rita is nervous. She came up behind Rita and gently

placed her right hand on Rita's right shoulder, giving her a half hug.

"It's going to be just fine, Rita, we're going to be fine," she said reassur-

ingly

The Medical Center didn't seem overly busy, but Snow noticed the

wear-and -tear of the rug. Rita confidently introduced herself, and was cut

off by one of the two small older women at the desk.

"Of course.You girls must be the new doctors. Right this way," one of the

ladies said. "Ann, I'll be right back."

The other woman looked quite cross too, and replied, "Mary! Of course I

don't have any plaque!" Rut Maiy just waved her hands and walked around

the counter, picking up two green folders as she went.

"Are you Rita Montoya.'^" Mary asked impatiently,

"Yes..."

"Good, good, and you must be..." the old woman paused for a moment
and stared intently at something on a green folder she was holding, a smile

began to wriggle its way across her old leather face, she looked up. "Is your

name really SnowWhite.^"

"Yes...my name is Snow White..." she always thought of herself as a

broken record when she met new people "Yes, like the faiiy tale. My par-

ents had a cruel sense of humor ... Ha-ha ... yeah, I know, funny"

Her parents, Rrian and Samantha \Vhite, had gone to see the movie

when it was re-released in theaters and that's where she was concieved.

Nine months later they thought it was fitting for the memories to call their

new baby Snow. So she was christened Snow White. Still, she liked the

name, so she put up with the comments, and she pressed on.

Soon after Snow turned eight, her mother died of cancer. Snow would

visit her in the hospital everyday after school, and play board games. Those

were her most vivid memories with her mother, the ones of her in a hos-

pital bed. Ten years later her father remarried, not to an evil witch, but

to a kindergarten teacher, whoes only real fault was that she was a ter-

rible speller. "A witch needed to be a good speller to write in the spell

books," Snow thought and smiled. The two became fairly good friends,

even though Snow got nervous whenever her step-mom made apple pie.

Mary handed the two women green folders, and said "Follow me." Snow
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thought the two receptionists were cute, Mary especially because she re-

minded Snow of a penguin. She gave Rita a happy little smile. Mary gave

them a detailed tour of the grounds.

"This is the physical therapy center," Maiy said. "You'll need to find doc-

tor... doctor... Dr. Sophin. He will be your head doctor. Miss Montoya. He
should be right over there in his office." She pointed weakly to a door on

the other side of a small blue lobby.

Rita followed her finger, walking with the same sassy steps. Snow smiled

a half-smug smile.

Shall we, dear.?'" Mary said pointing to "Here We are, D wing, this is gO
an elevator.

ing to be your new little slice of
The old elevator clanged its way up three heaveil/' MrS. RoSS Said. "This'll

stories to the psychward. She could smell it
, , r i

before she even stepped out of the shaft, a be VOUr home awaj frOTO home.

mixture of hand sanitizer, wax floor, medi-

cations, breakfast carts. She couldn't get enough of that smell. The doors

squealed open to a small desk and a few nurses reading charts.

"Well here you go, Dr. White, hope everything is to your liking. I really

should get back to Ann."

Snow White floated out of the elevator, not even hearing Mary's good-

bye, and up to a small counter where a large woman fussed with papers.

Snow whispered a hello, but it went unheard, she coughed. "Excuse me,"

she said in a more confident voice.

"Oh sorry, didn't see you there.What can I do for you ma'am.'*"The large

woman smiled a warm smile.

"I'm Dr. White," Snow said handing over her the green folder.

"Oh yes," the large woman exclaimed, and she smiled warmly. "I'm Mrs.

Ross. Okay, let me introduce you to your new best friends."

Snow followed her down the hall past several corridors with bold letters

printed above the archway entrance.

"Here we are, D wing, this is going to be your new little slice of heaven,"

Mrs. Ross said. "This'll be your home away from home."

Mrs. Ross opened a door into a plain office with one desk, one filing

cabinet, and one window. Snow was already thinking of which color she

was going to paint the walls. "Maybe pink... no blue," she thought, then

she began to wonder what kind of blue, there was so many to choose from.
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"Your keys are in the desk."

Snow came back from a rainbow of designs and nodded out a smile. She

followed Mrs. Ross back out and down the hall to the next door, which had

a little window in the middle of it.

"Mr. John Thompson is in room one," Mrs. Ross said. "He is suffering

from severe social anxiety; freaks out around new people, so the first cou-

ple of weeks make sure you have Henry or Steve with you when you go in

there."

Snow looked inside the room though the small porthole and saw a mid-

dle-aged man sitting in the far comer drawing something on an easel.

"Bashful, how cute," she thought. The next door was on the other side of

the hall.

"This is Mr. George Simms. He is suffering from delusions of grandeur;
"~ ' ~

; thinks he's a famous doctor solving a cure

At the las t door Sno\¥ begins for cancer."

to wonder if this is SOnje inside, a fuzzy old man scribbled notes

on clips of papers, surrounded by mounds

twisted cosmic joke. of even more paper. "Where were you 15

years ago, Doc?'' At the next door Mrs. Ross

hands Snow the first three folders out of the stack she cairred,

"This is William,'Billy,' Bergin. He has severe mental retardation, a five-

year old brain capacity. But he wouldn't be here if he wasn't so damn
strong. Don't worry, he's very rarely a problem, still to be on the safe side

have someone with you."

On the other side of the small window a large man holding a teddy bear

slept on a big bed, probably dreaming big dreams. "Sweet dreams, Dopey."

As they neared the next door Mrs. Ross whispers, "Mr. Tom Allan, a

World War Two vet, meanest sum-bitch, you'll ever meet, has shell-shock

most of the time, but the other times thinks he's a prisoner of war."

A very old bald man, sat in a rocking chair and stared out a window.

"Don't be Grumpy, Mr. Allan." A muffled noise came from down the hall.

Snow turned to Mrs. Ross with a concerned look on her face.

"That noise is coming from the next room, Matthew Joseph, a man with

two names and half the brains or so he says. He's a comedian with ex-

treme bipolar disorder. You'll like him, just keep your distance." hiside a

wild hair man is prancing around the room, dancing. Snow smiled and

thought, "He sure does seem Happy."
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"Mr. Quinn is next. He's self-admitted. Narcolepsy. Afraid he'll fall asleep

somewhere he shouldn't."

When Snow looked inside she almost didn't see the small Asian man
curled up in the corner of the room. "Sleepy," she thought.

At the last door Snow begins to wonder if this is some twisted cosmic

joke. Sneezy. There's no way.

"Scott Jones," Mrs. Ross said, and handed the remaining folders to

Snow. "A mysophobe."

Snow snorted. It was a loud, hard laugh that made her cheeks turn pink

and made Mrs. Ross take a step back. Snow White had her seven dwarves,

seven crazies, and now she couldn't stop laughing. From down the hall a

tall, sharp-eyed man heard Snow and came running.

"What's going on.^ What's the matter.^"

Snow could barely see, her eyes watered up so much.

"Are you alright. Dr. White.^" Mrs. Ross asked with a very worried look

on her face.

Snow opened her mouth, hoping to find the right words to explain

her hysterics. Instead the room went fuzzy and the air became stale. She

couldn't feel her legs, and she began to fall. A man shouted something she

couldn't understand. Then it was like someone turned off the lights.^



Christine Norton

The Crash

J^eimy went through her mail. No Christmas cards today. She had two so

far and neither were from her sisters, even though Jenny made sure to

send them one every year. For that matter she never received a telephone

call or a visit from them, except when they wanted something. Rebecca

and her daughter, Reagan, loved to do the pop-in on people, then say how
dirty the house was. Eileen was all wrapped up in her own life and sad

marriage. She doted on her children and her grandchildren. Jenny was

never invited to any family functions thrown by either sister.

A roaring fire was starting to die in the white stone fireplace. Her two

cats, Max and Renjamin, lay curled up on the braided rug in front of the

warm embers. Jenny liked days like this, home in her warm and cozy

apartment with her two cats. Max and Renjamin, watching the snow falling.

Jenny had never bought a lottery ticket in her life, but yesterday on a

whim, she bought one. When she turned on the TV that morning she was

surprised to discover that she had won five thousand dollars! She first

picked up Max and twirled around the room singing the song, "We're in

the money!" Then she picked up Benjamin, but put him down almost im-

mediately because he hated to be held and started to make that scream as

if he is being killed. Finally Jenny could pay off her credit cards, and still

have some money left over for something nice.

Jenny had been living alone ever since her widowed mother died a little

more than a year before. Jenny missed her terribly and thought of her

often. Jenny had never gotten married- -she never wanted to be a wife.

She was, however, a mother to her two cats whom she cherished. She

didn't have much of a social life and pretty much kept to herself except for

her friendship with Dianne. Jenny preferred animals to people— animals
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loved her unconditionally. Jenny never had many friends.

Jenny and her mother were very close and lived together until her

mother's death. Maybe Rebecca resented that and envied Jenny and that

was why she was so cruel and mean-spirited. Jenny remembered one time

when Rebecca and Reagan, her daughter, just showed up one afternoon,

maybe to borrow money. Jenny had been looking through her mother's

old photos, searching for pictures of herself to make into a through-the-

years photo album. When she asked Rebecca if she had any of them to-

gether, Reagan piped up and said her mom threw out all the pictures she

had of her childhood.

Rebecca and Reagan stuck together despite their age difference. Re-

becca was pregnant at seventeen with Reagan, the first of four children

and then went on to marry Mark and have three more children. Rebecca

dictated who Reagan could and could not be friends with. After Reagan

got an apartment of her own, Rebecca didn't pay her rent several times

and got evicted from her public housing apartment. She'd given all of her

money to the lottery. Reagan was forced to take in Rebecca. Maybe it was

all a ruse to move in with her daughter and control her. Rebecca's friends

became Reagan's friends. Rebecca constantly wanted to know what Rea-

gan was doing when she was out of sight. Rebecca would call Reagan a

good ten times a day from work just to see what she was doing. Reagan

worked from home and hardly got a moment's peace.

Jenny had life insurance policies and had made arrangements for her-

self and her cats for when she died. She also had some wonderful collec-

tions in her house that she had collected over the years. Jenny wanted to

ensure things would be done her way and she trusted her cousin to see

to that.

The snowflakes were getting bigger now- -big as the ones you can catch

on your tongue and they came tumbling down, landing on the windowsill

and coating the ground outside, emphasizing the warmth and coziness of

Jenny's apartment. Jenny felt fulfilled. In the kitchen, Jenny decided that

she would put everything into a roasting pan and roast the chicken with

the potatoes, carrots, and onions.

There was a sharp, hard knock on the door. Jenny wondered who would

be knocking at her door since she never had company. Who could it be,

knocking on her door on this Saturday afternoon on a day when people

are usually out running errands after working all week.^ Jenny didn't quite

make it to the door fast enough. The insistent knock started up again.

"Who is it.''" Jenny called out.



"It's us, open the door," a demanding voice called back.

Ohy no! Jenny thought, /f 5 them! The control freaks as Jenny referred

to them. Jenny opened the door and found her two nemeses, Rebecca and

Reagan. How she wished it were anyone else at the door They pushed

their way in.

"What s that smell.^'' said Reagan.

"It stinks in here," echoed Rebecca.

They were carrying a Christmas patterned bag and put it on the table.

Jenny hadn't seen or heard from them in over a year, since her mother's

funeral. Both were fat, with short bleached hair Reagan's hair was so

closely cropped that she looked like a man, which was fine if this is the

look she was going for, and Rebecca's was bushy and resembled a Dutch

boy. What was it this time? What was Jenny in for? Rebecca and Reagan

both lit cigarettes without asking.

"Get me an ashtray," demanded Rebecca.

Jenny just happened to have an old one on hand that she took down
from the shelf in the pantry. Jenny hadn't smoked in seven years, but kept

the ashtray because it was antique.

"We bought you some gifts. Open them up," said Reagan sharply.

"How have you two been?" asked Jenny.

"Fine, just open up the fuckin' gifts.We have to go food shopping for our

Christmas Eve party."

What about inviting me? Jenny thought to herself Jenny started to gin-

gerly open the gifts. Rebecca and Reagan kept sighing because she was

taking too long.

"Come on, hurry up, we haven't got all day," Rebecca said.

Why did they even bother to come over- -and with gifts? Jenny remem-

bered one time when all three of them went to the cemeteries a few years

earlier That's the one thing they had in common that they enjoyed doing.

Jenny always got a peaceful feeling when she went to the cemeteries.

Jenny opened up one cheap, crappy gift after another and thanked them

very much. She didn't mean to be ungrateful. The first gift she opened

was a small resin dog statue. The next gift was a clear aciylic teddy bear

holding a birthstone that wasn't even Jenny's. They gave her yellow pot-

holders even though Jenny's kitchen had been red for as long as she could

remember, and a bottle of imitation designer perfume. Jenny wondered
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why they even bothered. Something was up.

The snow was still falling outside and the delicious smell of the roast-

ing chicken and vegetables was filling the air. The cats decided that it was

time to investigate and jumped up on the table and started sniffing around

the gifts, but the cigarette smoke burned their eyes and they jumped back

down.

"Why didn't you kick them off the table.''" scolded Rebecca.

Reagan said, "That's disgusting, fucking cats," shaking her head.

"I was wondering," said Rebecca. Here it comes. This was always Re-

becca's opening line when she wanted something. She thought she was

cute and funny. She was fifty-two years old!

"What is it.^" Jenny said.

"Well, you know that Ray is dying of cancer and you have that double

grave plot. Well, I think you should let Ray be buried in it," Rebecca said

with meaning.

Jenny replied, "I had to buy a double plot. That's the way they came,

and I really don't want anyone being buried with me."

"You're an asshole, why do you have to be like that.^" Reagan said.

"Excuse me, but since when am I Ray's keeper, he's your boyfriend,"

Jenny said to Rebecca.

"Well, what do you care anyway, nobody's going to your funeral so it

won't even matter." This hurt to the core and Jenny was at a loss for words.

"That's not a very nice thing to say, how do you know anyone will go

to your funeral.^" Jenny managed to reply.

"Recause I have lots of friends, unlike you."

"Yeah, fake friends," Jenny said.

Jenny certainly wasn't going to tell them about her lottery winnings.

They'd hound her for money and try to bleed her dry. They refused tea.

"Well, we're leaving then, bye," Rebecca said abruptly.

"Yeah, we got to go shopping for our big party," said Reagan.

Phony show-offs, Jenny thought. Jenny said goodbye and walked them

out. She almost started to break down and cry, but she was boinid and

determined not to let them get to her. They had hurt her too many times

over and over in the past.
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She found a cardboard box, put all of the gifts inside it and made a sign

that said, "Free!" Jenny carried the box out back to the dumpster where

she laid it down with the sign attached. She felt a weight lift from her as

she slowly walked back up the stairs.

Jenny sat in her chair, smelled the roasting chicken, and the cats joined

her with their warm purrs. Let it snow. She fell asleep briefly, and woke

reluctantly to the buzzer on the oven. She turned on the news as she cut

up the chicken . As an aside the newscaster said that there had been a hor-

rific car crash. Two women died in a crash on the highway this hour. They were

driving a red, Kia Sophia.

Jenny secretly hoped that it was Rebecca and Reagan and that they

would now finally be out of her life. No more torment and aggravation.

No more being left out of family gatherings like some total stranger.

"What a terrible thought," Jenny said aloud. "Even if I do despise them

I shouldn't wish that on them."

When Jenny finished her dinner, she cleaned up the kitchen and poured

herself a glass of champagne. The sun started going down and snow was

still falling while Jenny and her two cats were safe and sound inside. Jenny

glanced out the back window. A middle-aged man and woman were walk-

ing arm in arm, carrying her cardboard box between them.

Jenny went back to her chair. She pulled the soft throw around her She

closed her eyes and drifted off again. Q?



Paula Ridenti

Technology

I don't think this is

Working out for me

Because you are using

Too much technology.

And I want to get hands on

Your body and soul

Using electronics is cold.

Cell phones, keyboards, iPads, iPods

Turn all of my electronics off

In person 1 should be

Watching you watching me

Intimacy will never be replaced

By the lure of technology.

Sure those robots from Japan

Are starting to look outstandingly

Like woman in the flesh

But again I surely bet

They aren't as good at sex

As the real girls who can blush

Because true emotions are a must.
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A arenn Larose

Road Less Travelled
The Struggle for Discovery and SelfAcceptance

J-i ree will is tlie right of every individual.

But sometimes, it is essential to ask—

who holds the power in our lives? For some,

it takes many hardships and trials to discov-

er who we are, and not who we're supposed

to conform to.

Raised in a Jehovah's Witness household

t^ventv^ five year-old Angela Quick grew up

under rigid discipline.

"We weren't supposed to join competitive

sports in school, or to pledge allegiance to

the flag," stie said.

Neither were they allowed to celebrate

birthdays and holidays. Because of this, An-

gela remembers the teachers being really

nice to her, allowing her to draw pictures of

leaves while the other students decorated

pumpkins or Christmas trees.

Then during a regular physical at age 10,

i\ngela was diagnosed with severe scoliosis,

and imderwent 3 major surgeries in 5 years.

She was ordered to wear a brace that went

from her neck to her lower spine for 23

hours a day up until her late teens, and wore

loose fitting clothes to hide the bulkiness.

She began to hate herself

"All the other girls got to wear tank tops

and shorts, and I had to wear baggy clothes

to hide the fact that my ribcage was at an 87

degree angle," Angela recalled. "My brother

used to call me 'turtle shell'."

As she went through puberty, her parents

separated (but remained together in the

house) and her brother dropped out of high

school, causing her to sink into a deep de-

pression. "At that point, I just wanted to reb-

el," she said. So slie did--lianging out with

the "wrong crowd," Angela met a boy iier

parents didn't approve of and they began to

do drugs togettier. Hei- new^ friends di-opped

out of school so she followed suit.

When she was sixteen her parent kicked

her out of their house.

Angela decided to move to New V)rk, hop-

ing life would be easiei- there. After bi'eak-

ing up with her high school boyfriend, she

hooked up with another man and they li\ed

together for several months. As the relation-

ship progressed, however, they argued more,

until he kicked her out of the apaiMnient.

"I was so hiut, and 1 didn't know whoi-e to

go," Angela said.

Finally, she called a friend in Tennessee,

who welcomed tier with open aiMus. Angela

packed up her car with her belongings ("1

still don't know wliy 1 brought my TV with

me," she said, laughing; and drove for six-
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teen and a half hours. She made it to Ten-

nessee, and then the car hroke down.

Her friend noticed the frequent bouts of

sadness and melancholy Angela suffered, so

she ga^ e her Avhat Angela deems to be "the

worst advice ever"— that she needed "to get

laid."

So they went to a club. Angela met a guy.

They exchanged numbers, and a month later

they began to date. And that's when Angela

lost her virginity, at nineteen.

She remembers asking the guy if he used

protection. He lied. Angela missed a period,

and discovered she was pregnant. At that

point she was working odd jobs, ranging

from waitress to custodian. She began to

take care of herself, and vowed she would

not abort the child.

One day while working, Angela felt hot

and sweaty. She became dizzy. Blood be-

gan to trickle down her legs. She was five

months into her pregnancy.

"My manager knew 1 was pregnant, and

she advised me to go to the hospital," An-

gela said.

She called her mom, who also knew about

her pregnancy, and she advised Angela to do

the same. She never told her father Upon ar-

riving at the hospital, a nurse told her to pee

into a cup. hi a bathroom stall, as she began

to pee, she heard an unfamiliar sound. She

looked down and saw her fetus in the toilet

bowl.

"I just started screaming," she says. "I was

screaming and screaming. I kind of wanted

someone to check up on me, but no one did."

She ran back to the niu'se and showed her

the cup. When the nin\se reached for it, An-

gela slapped her hand away, and continued

sobbing and screaming until she was put

into a wheelchair and rolled away.

Throughout her ordeal, yVngela recalls

only one act of kindness from the nurses

there— one agreed to shave her armpits so

that she can look presentable for a visiting

friend, even though it was against the rules.

After being released from the hospital,

Angela moved back to New York and divid-

ed her time between there and Boston. She

tried to re- orient herself by getting another

job, paying rent, all the while dreaming of

what she wanted to do most of all— a college

degree.

"All I wanted was to go to school, and I

couldn't afford that and rent in Brooklyn,"

she said.

After finally settling down in Boston and

spending five semesters at Roxbury^ Com-
munity College, Angela transferred to UMass
Boston in 2011, Angela now lives with boy-

friend Bryan Relay, who she's been seeing

since 2010. She's made plans to move back

into her parent's house, which will be her

first time there in 8 years.

"I don't want to be pressured into doing

anything with him. He doesn't wanna get

married, and he doesn't appreciate my be-

liefs or religious backgroiuid,"

Biyan is Buddhist. He calls her experi-

ences, and her childhood brainwash. But

the experiences she had were tangible, she

believes. And as a future nurse, she wants to

be a positive example for people still going

through the realities she experienced.

"They need to know there's hope in this

jaded world," she says, "1 want to show kind-

ness to peo|)le who have to grow through

what 1 did."C>
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"Me and inv daughter \\\\\ look in magazines, to

see how the churches look or whatever. And then we
start playing: this one goes good; tliat one goes bet-

ter. It starts turning into something. Saint Petersbiu-g

Church is vei'v big, so it's going to be a big project,

but 1 don't ha\ e all of" the materials. So for now it's

on standby.

"\\ hateyer I do, eyenthing is recycled. Items that I

use at home or we find it in the trash. I drink a lot of

tea, and save the envelopes. I find bags for chips are

very useful. So I start saving, saving, saving, and then

me and my daughter take them out and say, 'What
can we do.-^'

Art ofTrash
Consuelo Perez Finds Beauty in Used Bottles

"So at UMass, I go and look for the bottles, and we play togeth-

er. I say, 'WTiat can this be?' And my daughter says, 'Tliis looks

like a dog. No, it looks like a sheep." You know so we start, de-

pending on the form, looking for the best materials.

"In everything we try to preserve the shapes of the materials,

and that way people can know what we used. Use your imagina-

tion for the colors, and wonderful things can come.

"The paints are made by my daughter. She splashes, and I fill

them out. Wlien we're making something we'll say, 'We need the

ears." And we start searching for something that could look like

the ears, and we look at niagazines to see what they look like, and
find something in that shape.

- Consuelo J. Perez

"For example, with this one, it

Started with a bottle of water"



7 call this one The Incredible Juice, like the Incredible Hulk, because its all made ojjuice bottles. Its

veryjuic): We dress him with hats, and make him afireman, or a cowboy, loday he is Irish.
"

''This one is made with the cards that they give you at different stores. Thi.s\ /or c.rcunplc. is largct.

This is
(
'hij)oilr. I w(uited to do a mosaic, but to do a mosaic is verj evpcnsive. so this is what wc come

up with, niy daughter and I.
"
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''This one we madefor Halloween, to put outside. We went crazy with that. We werejust coming backfrom
Singapore, andI was crazy about the dragons. I was like, I want to have a dragon in my house, so how can Ido
it?And wejust started collecting the materials. Like my daughter was asking at the school ifthey couldgive her

the honey bottles, because the)' used the honey. And then she was drinkingyogurt, these small bottles ofyogurt.
Then we were trying tofigure out how to do the claws, andIfound theperfect tops ofthe bottlesfrom this water.

I don / know how Ifound it. I think God sent it to me.

''It didn V take us too long to make because we were out searchingfor bottles every week. We askedpeople if

they drank certain things. We try to preserve the shape ofthese bottles so it resembles what it is. It s easy to cut,

and make, but more difficult topreserve the shapes so that wayyou can see— that's a bottle.
"
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Rick Chason

Fandango

^ hree men sciiriy through a dank hallway. Light shines through the

left and right sides of the frame. I see one green eye peeking out of

the black face of one of the men. The painting flies away from my eyes. I

can see it float through a vast blackness, a dark space that fills the world

around me.

That image comes into my mind when I think early in the morning,

when I think. I sit in a white kitchen filled with plastic furniture. I can see

myself thinking about the dark picture and slowly growing older, more

catlike, a pile of ash with an orange face.

Someone enters on this particular five am in the kitchen while T drink

coffee. It is a black man, similar to the ones 1 saw on the image floating

through my mind. He enters my kitchen and I struggle to ask him a ques-

tion. Who is he? Why is he in my kitchen, in my white home.^

He tiu-ns to me suddenly, stares me in the eyes and questions me, 'TTello,

ma'am. Where did you find that unusual hair color.^"

"It is my natin-al color," I answer.

"But how^ my dear," he says as he removes his hat. "How do you e\})ect

your natural hair color can be orangeP"
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I do not know what my hair color matters to why he is in my house. I

miss having men around me, telling me what to do when faced with black

men in green hats.

All of a sudden, the black man takes my hands and spins me across the

room. I lean over onto the back of a chair and bounce back up, leaping

into his arms as he whisks me out the window and carries me through a

meadow of daisies.

We run through the meadow, my pink dress flowing through his hands

of dark greasepaint. He smiles at me, his white teeth gleaming, as if the

sun is reflecting its rays through his smile into my glistening, orange eyes.

I gaze into his eyes, seeing an image appear on them, a moving picture

of Crayola rockets booming off into space.

There is only blackness now, an empty void where his eyes used to be.

He glares at me again as we move to a cavern. He still carries me in his

We reach the bottom of the staircase and jump onto a revolving, spiral

-

ing floor filled with streams of orange and yellow paint. He takes me and

hugs my body against his, my legs swiveling around his back.

He pulls his head away from mine and opens his mouth, revealing two

rows ofvenomous green teeth oozing with pus.

He lifts me up and begins to dance with me again, turning and twisting

me around the floor of dripping paint, the paint drenching my feet as they

jilt and turn to the beat of the dance. I cry now, his hips against mine, his

cheerful grin side -by- side with my cheek.

"Marry me," he says, "and I'll make you a fine mother You'll have so

many babies. We will move to Mexico, to the heart of womanhood. We'll

dance all day and night, with the finest gowns I can afford. Oh, lady, prom-

ise me your soul and I'll grant you all the dreams of my sisters, all the

exuberance little Mexican girls spend their days yearning for You'll have

such a life, Madame, I bid you come with me."

I stop dancing now. It is me alone, now. He is gone. I am left in a spot-

light on a stage, with the stage's black emptiness surrounding me. I start

We'll dance all day and night, with

the finest gowns I can afford.

arms, gazing into my eyes as we
move down a flight of ruddy,

earthen steps. We sway down,

further into the heat of the cave,

each step of his growing wider as

the orange staircase expands and fills the room.

He whispers into my ear, "What are you doing here, woman .f'"
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to sing, to sing of all my desires and ambitions, my hopes and losses, my
loves and my enemies. I sing so much no one can hear.

The spotlight moves away from me and onto the black man in the up-

stage-right comer. He carries a rose in his mouth and leans his torso over

to the side of his legs as he snaps his fingers and sashays across the stage.

At once, he is holding me again, holding me in that same position with his

gleaming eyes, gazing at me and waiting for my response to his queries.

"I... I... I'll do it," I say

He utters a laugh, resonating deep noise bouncing out of his mouth like

beads on a string.

"You thought I was serious.^ You are quite a woman. Fm not going to

marry you." And he gleams at me. His eyes turn bright red. "I'm going to

murder you."

The black man takes my neck and opens it, and tears a gaping hole in

my skin with his knuckles. A single gush of blood falls out of my head in

a plopping clump and splatters on the floor. The blood trickles down over

the rotating floor, dripping off the sides of the dance hall. The floor levi-

tates. Blood pours over the sides, gushing and covering the space outside

the floor A fountain of red water flows from the orange floor.

The walls have vanished into blackness. I see a silvery helicopter glid-

ing across the sky above us, the man holding me down, my blood covering

the entire floor I stare into the sky as the shape of the silvery helicopter

blends into the rest ofmy view. It all becomes white, white as nothing, and

before long I see nothing but whiteness.[>



Melissa Bass

I Speak to Stars

I speak to stars,

They ne'er reply

But pout their lips

And bat their eyes.

They take my hands

And bum my palms

Then turn to dust

Inside my arms.
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Abigail Poirier

Last summer I traveled to Rwaiirla For six weeks to volunteer in a hospital, and
learn about an entirely dilTereiil \\a\ of life. In nw time there. I spent most
of my time in the hospital, lived witli two \fricaii fninilies and two missionaiy

families, visited Lake Kivu one of ^reat lakes . and met some ineredihle

individuals. I had a terrible di^^ital eamera, with minimal batten life, and
unpredictable glitches, which limited mv |>icture taking abilities. However. 1

managed to bring home some images llial I felt were inadequate at the time,

but now in retrospect, I realize these photographs display more than I ciu\

begin to articulate about my experiences in Africa.

By Lake Kivu, 1 was sitting on a blanket with anotlier \merican, and the

children featured sal watching us for the hoiu' we were there. How can they

be so mesmerized by something as simple as skin? Many have asked this

question, in all different contexts, but here it is a matter of sinq)le (nll'iosit^.
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When (viewing thisphotoyou must know thatRwanda is known as ''The Land ofa ThousandHills,
"

and these are the hills that this man mustface every dayjust to make a meager salary ofabout two

American dollars a day Watching him andmany other c) ciisLs push the weight oftheirgoods up hill

after hill made me question my own determination and ability to persevere.
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A woman tolerantly smiles at me with bundles on her head and her infant strapped to her haek. She
carried that loadfive-plus miles in 100 degree heat, on her treh to the deal) • tnarket. I don t know how
she managed the smile, strained as it may appear
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Rwandan school children arc shown swarmed around the door to the vehicle to look at me. There is

an intensefascination, and love for white skinnedpeople in EastAfrica, as the)' are regarded to have

much wealth. It is painfull) ironic that I was shown so much generosity, while westerners like myself

exploit the naturcd resources of this laml cuid hard work of its people.
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Daniel Mulcahy

On a Rooftop

On a rooftop

Memories float like pollen through the air.

An outreached hand catches several

Examining them, he sees the images of the past

Reflections in a hall of mirrors

He sees

A clear day, the smell of sulfur lays heavy in the air

The color blue, surreal

A cool breeze makes the hair stand in attention like a million soldiers

Then the heat of the water relaxes with the intensity of the sun

Visions

The music spins and twirls, making the bodies sway

Neon lights, a blur

The entirety of existence seems to be here, in that moment
A kiss, silence - but the music plays still

The sights

Cracks in the walls, the echoing of some disturbance long past

The darkness, oppressive

The smell of piss and burnt onions

A map of Ireland and JFK hang amongst the cob webs

A Glimpse

Rain falls on the leaves and drips upon us

Grey, soothing

Holding hands, wet and shivering - the smell of tobacco

Beer, laughter of friends, a fire are all failed attempts to keep wann

Pictures

The world flashes through the glass, iTishing past - almost unstoppable

Green and Brown, hard

Words fill every recess, smiles on the faces, these stories always told

The car slips into the night, going fomard, towaixis a gi^and adventiu'e

On a rooftop

Memories float like pollen through the air.

An outreached hand catches several

And chooses to release them
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Gleb Dozorets

The BathroomWindow

ne day in autumn, Greg had discovered that there

was a strange man looking into his apartment

through the bathroom window. What surprised Greg

even more than the stranger was the fact that he had

never had a window in his bathroom before. It seemed to

him that he had no windows in his apartment at all. The

man in the window somehow seemed familiar to Greg

though. Perhaps a long lost brother he thought.

This man had a fetish for mimicking Greg. He would

mockingly pretend to shave whenever Greg would.

He also liked to fashion himself in a spitting image of

Greg. This drove Greg into a furious fever, and he one

day yelled at the window, "Why do you mock me so.^^"

The only response was more mimicry. This only enraged

Greg further. He felt he had had enough of this strang-

er's game, and that he would smash his face in the next

time he saw him outside the bathroom window.

So one morning, Greg went into his bathroom pre-

pared to combat his adversary. To his amazement the

only thing he saw outside was the bathroom walls. Greg

did not understand. He wanted to see the stranger, but

the man would not sfiow himself Greg shouted at the

closed window, "Where did you go.'' Where are you hid-

ing.'"' He then opened the window, leaned a tad too far,

and fell. Then the man showed himself once more, onlv

this time it was Greg himselfO
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Gleb Dozorets

Loveless

^^^^ the moon and he was no one. Her color was

blue and his black. They niet on a few occasions,

usually at a party or some other social gathering, but they

knew nothing of each ot her. He didn't know she was frail.

She didn't know he was small. They never talked, except

tbr the cordial greetings of tlieir caste. But they shared

sonietliing, some fundamental pait of tlie beyond, some

piece of tfie eternal mysteiy.

It started that orange autumn night.We were all there,

in some way, especially the cup. He was in a stupor

and she was bliss. It was the only time they shared an

understanding, though neither of them knew it. The

moment was perpetually brief Fate had overlooked

them. The air was cold but they were warm.

No one knew she was the moon. She did not. She only

knew herself as the reflection in her mirror She was

not vain, she was physical. So she saw him physically

while he observed himself in abstractions. He saw her

in metaphors. They had no link except for that drunken

moment. But it was there. No one knew it.

Eventually he grew sick and drew close to death; not

physically. She was happy in her ignoraaice and by their

understanding so was he. No one died.Q
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Balata Refugee Camp
Teresa Yah

^^raveled to Palestine as a member of an

arts delegation organized by the Fellow-

ship of Reconciliation and Barefoot Artists,

Inc.

This is a selection from a series of docu-

mentan photographs I took in the Balata

Refugee camp on the outskirts of Nablus,

Palestine in September 2011. This was one of

two trips that inspired me to retiini to school

last fall to finish my degi'ee at UMass Boston

with the hope of making a gi'eater difference

in the world in the future. Traveling to Pal-

estine in September 2011, I was privileged

to not only witness some of the struggles of

daily life in the Balata Refugee camp, but

also a series of passionate and hope-filled

demonstrations leading up to Palestine's

Sept 26, 2011 bid for UN membership. I was

also struck by how much love, hospitality,

and sense of community prevailed within

the camp, despite the extreme overcrow ding,

lack of resources, and prevalence of an at-

mosphere of oppression and frustration that

also existed.
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Lawrence Gillette

"Aghabar's"

On the edge of a great desert

A village glimmers like a mirage

And among its ancient architecture

Lies a bizarre bazaar

It is an eclectic market

With vendors from afar

Selling such goods as unicorn kabob

Erotic scrolls, and boasting a sheik opium bar

But hidden on a sideway

Is a gem of a place

On a street with no name

Is a merchant of peculiar taste

Here, the howler monkeys don't even hang around

On the door is a hand painted sign

Welcome To Aghabar 5. .

.

Best Farts In Town!

And there was Aghabar

A portly man with a fu-man-chu

Tattered robes

And an affinity for poo

He ushered me along

Walls filled with jars

Some clear, some tinted

He wafted as we walked

They were vintage perfumes

The most rare on the planet.

No presei-vatives he assured

. . .strictly organic.
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He cracked ajar lid

Releasing a squeaker

There were also Silent But Deadlies

That oV pungent creeper

A section of breakwinds

From a mythical nature

Contained Ogre's back odors

And the shart of a Satyr

An array of far-reaching flatulence

From the ends of the Earth

Chinese firecracker farts, Dutch ovens,

And French poofs of noble birth

A slender jar

Held a princess's fluff

And an Eskimo's gas

Was cold to the touch

A few jars contained water

A bubble bobbed to and fro

Captured from a squid or a seahorse's

Belch down below

Some jars were just odd

And downright creepy

Like Siamese farts

From connected cheeks was just freaky

There were historical farts

Like Ivan the Terrible's

And I was surprised to find out

A hint of lavender made it quite impeccable



A ventriloquist rip

Had me somewhat confused

When you opened the lid

It came from the other side of the room

But Aghabar saved

The most heinous for last

Thundercrack in a bottle

Born of Hades' ass

A mixture of cabbage

And volcanic ash

Of sun warmed garbage

A sulfur methane sourmash

He raised it to my nose

And I let out a gasp

The scent hit my intestines

Like a thousand scratching cats

The room began to melt

I repeatedly gagged

From somewhere faraway

I heard Aghabar laugh

He said, "Some things are an acquired taste

7\nd not for the sensitive or weak

But please come again

We're having a sale next week"



Aaron Griffin

Relapse

Your whiskey lips left me hungover

and my whiskey dick left you feeling sober.

Awkward sex with no handholding

sweat drips from our backs

and pools in sheets unfolding

Bodies crash together like tides off shore

It's all I want and nothing more

Or nothing less then a settled score

Revenge is a dish best served cold

But I'm hot for you and feeling sore

legs in the air seem to reach for help

but only screams of my name come from your mouth

Nails tear into innocent skin

Blood leaks down from that broken sin

I was out of the woods

Now I'm right back in.

Right back in you were this all begins

It's over now and I come up for air

In love and war even this is fair

Regrets hang in the air unsaid

Stale breath resonates about this bed

Blacking out and bending truths

drunken dreams of fucking you

drunken words long overdue

I try to say your name

but yours isn't what comes out

I try to take it back but it's over now

I've made my bed now I'll sleep in it

but your gin and tonic kisses don't mean shit.
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Traces of

Humanity

Alexis Sherman

\\bmen in Persepolis (Iran)
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Balconies in Cairo (Egypt)



Traditional Abiyaneh Dresses Iran^



Outside the Vatican (Italy)
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man was not my daddy. He didn't look anything like I re-

membered. He had long, wavy brown hair that now hid the

tattoo of the Star of David behind his left ear. He no longer had

the dark bruises above his protruding collar bone where his silver

chain used to hang— the one that used to pinch at his skin where

one of the ringlets had broken the day it got caught in a branch

while he was building my tree house. This man was even a bit

heavier in muscle than my daddy used to be, and he stood taller

and straighter. Patrolling around in the hot Kabul sun will do that

to you, he explained. It scared me to look into his eyes. All the

warmness and humor was drained from this man's eyes, unlike

my daddy's, whose sparkling green eyes were contagious enough

to put a smile on anyone's face. No, this man was not my daddy.

Walking about the yard after we'd driven home from the airport,

with those huge and ugly, puke-green boots that I imagined would

crush me whenever he took a step towards me. He offered to drive

us home in momma's old 1977 aquamarine Volkswagen. He'd

stared at me the entire ride, telling momma that T seemed differ-

ent. T hadn't changed since he left; I was onlv distant now. Distant

from this new man and longing for my daddy.Q
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Kim Soun Ty

The Schizophrenic
Against the dark background ofthis contemporary

ci^^ilization ofwell-being, even the arts tend to

mingle, to lose their identity. -Eugenio Montale

summer rain swallowed her whole as

her heart pounded to the rhythm of the

tears the sky cried. Her bright yellow wedges

became a dirty mustard as she slithered

through the night, trying not to be seen. A
maroon sweatshirt was pulled over her pink

summer dress— or something of the likes.

Her mascara ran down her cheeks along

with the hair spray that was used to keep

her brown hair tidy. Her bright pink lip

gloss, tint of blush, and foundation were no

exception either. Anything and everything

ran off her, away from her.

Like the laughing sun, she was bright during

the day— smiling like there was no tomorrow,

beautiful only to please. But when midnight

hit, like every Cinderella out there, the

glass shoe fell off and the carriage became

a pumpkin once again. The only difference

that belonged to the real life Cinderella was

that there was no prince in shining armor to

make life all better.

She slicked back the hair that was sticking

to her face. She faked an identity when

the sun was out. Bright and yellow. It was

so different from her real moon's dark and

grays.

The layers of makeup continued to shed.

There was no stopping it.

But she didn't mind; summer rainfalls were

her favorite anyways. The darker the night,

the heavier the rain, the more she loved life.

Sometimes, when the day's shine was too

much, she lost a bit of herself She tended

to forget who she was in the identity she

concocted. A summer day is long and hot,

wiping out a person easily but the night is

cool, bringing back some sense— revealing

who you truly are.

Her heels came to an abrupt halt as she

stopped in place.

With the sleeve of her sweatshirt, she

continuously wiped the makeup off her face,

the rain making a perfect remover. Finally

satisfied, she looked down at her feet and

suddenly kicked the now mustard wedges

off She continued to walk barefoot as the

wedges sat on the side of the curb.

She got further and further away from it.

What started off as a slight jog turned into a

full out sprint, her bare feet dashing towards

her unknown destination. She didn't care.

Her legs pumped faster.

The rain poured down her bare face. Life

was great.O
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Joannie L. Ortiz

Kissing Earth

Splotches ofWhite dotted them;

random and stubborn mushrooms

seen from the air

avoiding the tiniest of crevices

and cracks and still intact

Then soft, pink and shining slightly - misformed

not far from some

tipped with a gray off white

and at their base - crag and rock; a hill before

then three more

they changed over their bends

some with some with mounds, others with scratches

each on traveled themselves

Then a valley

connecting them all

with holes and trenches

Scarred,

Never quite refilled right

The ground had not regained its original color

even as the blue rivers and tiny creeks passed through and under

giving the dark small, soft blades of grass life beneath

Splitting and branching - reaching all around

no inch of land was without life

yet it was barren and discolored

the aesthetically ugly

a land unfair

And still

gently kneeling-

and truly appreciating

making them seem beautiful again

by kissing my hands...
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Alexa Fisher

Spicy

Y y mother was one morphine drip away

from naming my sister and I Cilantro

and Basil. Spices are organized alphaheti-

cally in our cahinet. A woman did this in a

movie once; she aUgned and worshiped her

spices. The whole theater chuckled and my
mother laughed and asked if she was that

neurotic too. Stone gargoyles line our foyer.

Garlic necklaces choke the figurines and

sometimes I can see their concrete eyes tear

up from the root. Me, on the othei' hand,

I pick up the landline just to hear the dial

tone. I buy teeth stuck in Lucite on EBay

and work at an adult video store. My mother

says my life lacks guidance.

"I understand that your mom asked you to

come see me today"

"Yes I suppose I am the case to be worked
11

on.

"You are not a case, nor do you need

'working' ..."

He put his two fingers up in quotation

markers.

"But what you may find, here, is some-

thing inside yourself Another person trying

to escape out of you. A person who wants to

be productive and successful in life. And I

can assure you, that your mother just wants

to help you. So do I."

"Okay"

"Okay! Great. Why don't you start by tell-

ing me what you like to do, your hobbies,

passions, etc."

He sat with his arms cropped adjacently

with the arms of his leather chair and legs

crossed in the classic "T" fashion. His eye-

brows were raised and his argyle socks



matched his tie. What a cookie cutter.

"I Hke Pina Coladas, and getting caught in

tfie rain. I like peeing the ocean, and 1 Hke

sipping-

"Rosemary, please tiy and he serious

about this. Remember 1 am only trying to

help. Lets start with your job, please tell me
a little bit about that..."

He hcis no idea what he s in for.

"I guess one of my hobbies would be, that

I like to see what kinds of people pick which

kinds of porn. Some macho construction

worker comes in and picks a male ass play

one, a business lady gets a whipping one

probably, like, the closest thing you can get

to a snuff You just neyer know, its unpredict-

able. And that's why I like my job, that and 1

make $12.50 an hour you cant beat that shit

these days."

1 can tell by the twitch in the corner of

his left eye that he is trying to keep a neutral

face. But it's the truth, what I'^e told him.

Besides, I'm sure he's heard nmch ^^orse.

"Thank you for sharing that, please con-

tinue."[S

Illusrations by Michael kirchick



Lawrence Gillette
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Christopher Bishop

Everything and Nothing

JI^Y\
the distance, the town sparkled. Its Hghts were visible

even from so many miles away, washing the stars from

the night sky Tonight, the ice and snow made it shine all the

more brightly The lights and noises of the town meant home
to its people, assured them that here was safety, here was

comfort. The lights and noises brought the people in, drove

out the cold, empty night. The boy had been there yesterday,

sent by his father to trade their furs for winter supplies. In

his pack was a new handle for the wood stove, the screws

to hold it in place, and twenty boxes of dry matches, lighter

than the furs but more sensitive, the matches wrapped and

double-WTapped in plastic to protect them from moisture.

Toda\; the boy was glad to have the town behind him. From

here, the town was reduced to a spark on the horizon, over

an endless field of white.

The boy turned away and walked back into the trees, atop

the snow, his snowshoes leaving impressions of wide, criss-

crossed ovals on its surface. He found his traps where he

had left them. Two were empty, their jaws still poised to snap

at the sky. In the third he found a rabbit, hot steam still ris-

ing from blood on the snow. He strained against the spring,

setting the catch in place. He tied the rabbit's legs with a

piece of string and hung it from the bundle of sticks he'd

collected. He left the trap like the others, its steel teeth shin-

ing in the moonlight, and followed the smell of smoke and

the flickering light.

Soon, he reached his camp and dropped the sticks. The

fire had burned low; he'd been gone a while. He fed the fire

wood and air, breathing it back to life. When he held his

hands to the fire the feeling came back into his fingers, too

sudden and too strong. Numbness became tingling, became

stinging, became burning, and the boy reached even closer,

rubbed his hands, checked each finger one by one to be sure

they would still obey him.
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When he was sure of his fingers he unlaced his boots,

placing them next to the fire to dry. He held his toes out

to the fire, ignoring their protests. He chose a long, straight

stick and took his knife from his pack, whittling it down to

a smooth, sharp skewer, then turned his knife on the rabbit.

He laid the rabbit's skin by the fire to diy and then he turned

the carcass, tossing its innards into the snow and spearing its

body, holding it over the fire. The scent of meat joined the

smoke, and the boy's mouth watered.

After he had eaten, the boy stared up at the sky for a long

time. Out here, the town's lights could not wash away the

stars; out here, he could feel small. He put on his boots and

crawled into his lean-to. A single

slanted wall of dead sticks, mat- SCeilt of meat joilied
ted with pine needles to block the

wind, it would serve for the night, the snioke, aiid tlie bov's
He slept to the sound of the dying

fire popping and snapping, and to IllOUtll Watered,
the howling of the winter wind.

He woke with the sun and set out to collect his traps, find-

ing all three empty. He shouldered his pack, put the morn-

ing sun on his right, and set out for home. By midmorning

he had cleared the last of the trees, surprising a white fox

while it tracked a vole's movements beneath the snow. The

fox stared at him a moment, decided he posed no threat, and

turned its attention back to the scurrying vole. Forgetting his

task, the boy watched.

The fox sniffed at the ground, put the sun at its back, and

leapt. It hung there motionless in the air for what felt like a

very long time, then came down all at once, jaws first. The

fox's head punched through the snow, and the boy heard a

muffled squeak.The fox came up, vole in its teeth, and looked

at the boy once more. He nodded, and the fox turned and

trotted off into the tundra.

By late afternoon, the cabin came into view. In another

hour he was there. The boy's father greeted him, took his

pack, helped him with his boots. He asked the boy what he

had seen in the town, but the boy only scowled. He asked the

boy what he had seen on his journey, and the boy told him.
<•

"Nothing." (5
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Laura Patten

Bust

One strap, tvvo strap

Black strap, blue strap

Myriad colors, infinite patterns

Mirroring the bruising inherent

Whilst attempting to tame

The beasts.

Writhing, crying

Jiggling, sighing

Frustrations echoed throughout

The ages with each woman's

Valiant effort to restrain

The beasts.

Heaving, binding

Fashions dying

Digging our ensnaring hooks

hi, one two three all

Action necessary' to confine

The beasts.

Lifting, shaping

Victorious gaping

Our labors are not in vain

Proudly exposing, oftentimes posing

Augmenting the form as we unleash

The beasts.
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W inston Pierre

A Clutch of Poems in French

A poem, most of time if not always, los-

es its essence in translation. Whether

through the interpretation of its lines, or

bv the vocabularv', or in the alteration of its

original meters, the poem loses its impact

and its subtleties. Culturally as well, in meta-

phors and references, poems can loose their

laughter, their sadness, their soul cries, and

their messages in translation. A poet, in his

own soulful style, chooses his meter, meta-

phor, rh^Tiie, word play, irony, and personifi-

cation based on his own concrete or imagi-

nary cultural reality.

Translated poetry^ becomes something

new; and not the same poem. The richness of

French vocabulary^ lends an entirely differ-

ent sensibility and beauty in meters, rhymes.

Esthetically, and emotiontionally all poems

remain the same. The power of the poet is in

his or her ability^ to spin words in ways that

make readers lament and laugh, be thought-

ful or get wild. A good poem must always

lead its readers to reaction.

Our spring poetiy pages include several

poems in French without translation to

provide a venue for UMass Boston's French

speaking community. This poetry^ section of-

fers them freedom to genuinely express in-

ner thoughts and sentiments through their

poems. I hope this section will not only en-

courage the creativity of the French speak-

ing conununity on campus, but also draw a

few brave readers into exploring the French

language and French culture.

About the Following Poems

1. Faire Semblant, ""Sham,'' is a poem, a

story, metafiction. Mirma Viljean poetizes on

a relationship that is withering. It is a rela-

tionship where the warmth of intimacy and

the passion for each other are gone; the only

thing that is left is their habits.

3. Dulcinee ''Ladylove'' compares a lady-

love's saliva as a voluptuous drink, which is

made up of milk and honey. It pictures her

eyes like the most resplendent stars, and her

tender glance alone can fill all of the poet's

desires. Ladylove is to the poet the greatest

and the most genuine source of inspiration.

2. Une Triste Realite, "4 sad truth, " is about

the socio-political reality^ of the WTiter's na-

tive land, a country^ where democracy is a

demagogy; There is nothing secret about the

corruption of tliis government. It is a par-

tisan oriented system, that e\enone recog-

nizes and accepts.

4. TropSage, ''Too Wise, "speaks truth to tlie

point of being excessive. It warns that a vir-

tue can be transformed into a vice when it

is excessively and badly used. The water \\e

drink as essential for life, but a thnxl is di-

saster. The moral lesson in this potMii tocnises

on the need to have self-control, to he able

to balance one's action.
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Rhode Mirma Viljean

Faire Semblant

C'est nous, dans notre petit monde a nous

Nous avons le sourire

Nous nous tenons la main

Nous nous aimons

Et pourtant, nous nous fuyons

"Vous vous ressemblez"

lis nous rassure.

Et pourtant,

Tous nos gestes d'amour,

Tous ces mots pronounces

Tous ces eclats de rires

C'est juste une habitude

II y'a encore de 1' incertitude

Pourquoi douter, si c'est si parfait?

Pourquoi je te resiste?

Pourquoi me fais-tu languir?

Nous vons leur dire que nous nous aimons

La verite en est autrement

Seule nos desirs sont certains

Nos querelles, nos disputes, nos bagarres

Des evidences que nous ne pouvons que denier

Je t'aime, tu m'aimes, nous nous aimons

Je t'assure.

Tu m'assures.

Nous nous assurons.

Et pourtant,

C'est juste une idee que nous aimons

L'idee que nous sommes fait I'un pour I'autre

L'idee que nous nous aimons

La verite en est autrement

Nous ne faisons que semblant.
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Marcus Duviella

Une Triste Realite

Je suis ne dans un pays qui est politiquement en decadence.

Avant meme de devenir conscient de mon existence,

J'etais deja a meme de remarqiier

Dans la terre natale qu'il y a une triste realite:

Pour subsister on peut rester sans rien faire.

II suffit d'etre simplement un partisan du maire.

Mon voisin qui a sottement atteint la 6e annee fondamentale,

II est nommee ministre d'education, une position gouvernementale.

Je suis un brilliant normalien, diplome, et qualifie

Cependant je reste encore un pauvre ouvrier

O! J'ai passe plus de 20 ans d'etudes.

Les representant d'Etats sont justement les choisis.

La democratic est remplaee par la demagogic

Ou va cette nation? c'est toujours de I'incertitude!
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Winston Pie

Dulcinee

Toi pour qui toutes les rose s'emaillent,

j'eprouve toiite la gaite du ciel

En admirant ta beaute sans egale

Ta face est une impeccable merveille.

Ta salive faite du lait, du miel

Est done la boisson la plus voluptueuse.

Ton sourire exquis est sensationnel

Ta peau est electrisante et somptueuse.

Tu es mysterieuse bien-aimee!

Tes charmants yeux de couleur irisee

Sont les astres les plus resplendissants.

Ton regard comble toutes mes envies

Le timbre de ta voix est Tharmonie

La plus enivrante. Ah! c'est excitant.
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Winston Pierre

Trop Sage!

Quand Teau est en I'exces, elle s'est debordee

Tout en devenant le pire des chaos.

La vertu pent se transformer en defaut

Lorsqu'elle est excessive et mal employee.

Ainsi, Fane est domestiquee, mailtraitee

A cause de son tendre temperament.

Mais le Cobra et le lion sont mechants

A leur regard, tout le monde s'est plie.

L'abus de la sagesse nous rend doux, mou.

Quand on est trop doux, on est victime de tout

Soyez pas la machine a manipuler.

Voudriez-vous qu'on vous appelle "bon dieu".'^

La ferme! La qualite demesuree

Ne sera plus qu'une tare, un defaut odieux.
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Osahon Aimiuwu

Let Go
There is indeed another sky

Radiant in darkness

Resplendent and pallid

Reyond this

There is indeed another sky

With gardens untended,yet evergreen

Where even bees want not for nectar

Where even the snow want not for warmth

Where even the sun want not for company

Come, it's beautiful here

There is indeed another sky

Where gravity is unwelcome

Where clouds are shelter

There is indeed another sky
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Nicholas Dayal

Dan Kobran

t the height of summer thousands of people come from near and far,

Uves separated geographically and othenvise, to an Indian reseiTa-

tion in upstate New York for the annual Camp Bisco festival, three days of

uninhibited behavior and questionable decision-making.

Thev catch planes, trains, buses, or in some cases, a combination ofthem

all, finally, arriving in a circus-cara\an of cars, vans, trucks, rentals, and

hitchhikers. AH belongings, if belongings are had, are forced into trunks,

or MacG>^er-ed atop vehicles by a series of bungee cords, ropes, shoe-lac-

es-tied-to-shoe-laces, and duct tape. The rest is crammed into backpacks,

suitcases, garbage bags, or just thrown askew in back seats and on floors.

Passengers are birds nested in volumes of stuff: clothes, coolers, beer,

tarps, Gatorade, shoes and sandals, fold up chairs and tables, tents, ste-

reos, lanterns, bug spray, tapestries, cigarette cartons, pillows, hula-hoops,

candy, and other such necessities. The drugs are hidden in re-sealed cereal

boxes, fake beer cans, secret pockets, false shoe bottoms, disguised vehicle

compartments, duct-taped to inner thighs, carefully placed in luggage, and

stuffed into bras, assholes, and vaginas.

Driving down 1-90 West the occasional, brief blurs of long-haired pas-

sengers bobbing to invisible soimds, becomes more and more frequent.

A silver Chiysler Town and Coimtiy takes the exit and comes to a com-

plete standstill on Mariaville Road, traffic is backed up about out a mile

from the enteranee of Camp Bisco X.
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Ill a cacophony of Grateful Dead, Notorious B.I.G., Bassnectar bumping

from the cars ahead, Dank, a clean-faced twenty-five year old, pounds the

wheel with one hand and holds a blue tourmaline wrap in other. Mean-

while, Tuba sits reclined in the passenger seat sipping a Magic Hat can and

breaking out a line of cocaine on the driver's manual.

"Tuba man, wait 'til we get in there," Dank says. "There are pigs eveiy-

where."

"Alright, Mom."

"Seriously, we're sitting ducks right here." Dank snaps.

"I know. . . I know. . . I'm just playin'." He swallows the rest of the beer in

a single pull, fixes the can under the seat, and erases the line with his nose,

brushing the manual off before returning it to the center console.

Dank turns the car stereo up, focusing his eyes ahead on a scraggly figure

in the distance moving towards them. A thick-haired, bare-footed, man-

like child wearing mud-stained overalls, with tufts of hair growing from

random areas like islands of moss on a rock, walks from car to car adver-

tising his products. "Tabs and molly... tabs and molly...tabs and molly..."

"WTiat's good with this Wookiee.^" Tuba nods in his direction.

"We'll see in a second." Dank rolls down the window.

The Wookiee walks up to the minivan with the usual spiel.

"Tabs or molly?" His chipped smile puts his tobacco-stained teeth on

display.

"WTiat's your name Homie?" Dank inquires.

"Wolf" He bends over resting his elbows in the window giving Dank a

dirty hand to dap. "A pleasure."

"Cool, cool. I'm Dank. This is my buddy, Tuba." Tuba nods. "So what's

good, you don't got any nuggets.'^"

"You're the one named Dank," Wolf says. "You should know where the

good weed's at." Wolf looks to Tuba for a confirmation laugh. Tuba smiles.

"I know man, we were too scared to bring our shit."

"Nah, I feel that. For now I'm only working with some white-on-white

fluff and shards."

Looking up and down the streetWolf reaches down his overalls produc-

ing two plastic baggies. One is filled with strips of white paper, the other,

filled with littler bags, each containing crystalized rocks with a slightly
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purple hue.

'We're straiglit with that... so there's not a lot of weed around?"

"Nah man, its desert dry 'round here with all the extra heat rollin' 'round,

roadblocks, under cover cops, Statey's. They been poppin' kids left n' right.

It's easier to work with the paper and powders, ya dig.-* Not as bulky, or

stinky."

"True. True. We're all set then, good looks though."

"Fo' sho, and be careful going through security if ya'll is carryin' any-

thin'. They're tight-asses this year. Never seen security this bad."

Dank and Tuba exchange a smile, and appreciate the heads up. Wolf

continues on, and the line of traffic starts moving.

After a couple of hours of bumper-to-bumper progress the old minivan

finally arrives at one of the security check points.

Armies of long-haired, shirtless

freaks woi'k: iiiipaek tents, puzzle

together the pieces, streach cords,

stake lioles, hang tarps.

"Now yawl sure there ain't no glass in here.-*"

"No ma'am." Dank puts on his polite, talking-to-an-authority-voice.

"And nothing else we should know 'bout.''"

"No ma'am." She holds his eyes for an uncomfortably long period of

time.

"A -right, check 'em out."

Two younger biker ladies enter the front and center of the van, search-

ing under the seats, center console, and the creases of the sun roof- pry-

ing, shaking, feeling, squeezing, opening, ruffling, fingering, and shifting.

Meanwhile, two prospect bikers inspect the trunk- pulling out the chairs,

unwrapping both tents, and opening the coolers- when one of the pros-

pects questions the two shovels.

"You's ain't fixin' to build a fire pit is you.^" He holds a shovel in each

"Good afternoon babies! I

need yawl to step out the car for

me." A husky-voiced biker-lady

in a leather vest instructs the

duo. Dank fixes his hat and wipes

the wrinkles out of his shirt.Tuba

tweaks his Dali-stash, both, step

out of the vehicle.
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hand qiiestioningly.

"No sir," Dank speaks up, "My girlfriend is a gardener" He looks Dank

up and down, eventually, cramming it all back in more or less the way it

was originally packed.

"i\ll set. Yawl have frui now." The biker-lady makes a shoeing motion.

They hop back in the van turning the volume back up, and follow the

line of kicked up dust through a wide-open field of wild grass.

"Tougher than usual." Tuba looks back over his shoulder.

"Better for us." Dank keeps his eyes ahead as they continue up and down
a long dirt hill, moving through into a field lined by rows of cars, tents, and

easy-ups, eventually, getting waved into a row of parked cars lined up in

one of the back fields, farthest from the stages and dance tents.

Armies of long-haired, shirtless freaks work: unpack tents, puzzle to-

gether the pieces, stretch cords, stake holes,

ha,.g tarps. They erected a eity of colors, a
J^^y^^ buiieS llis faCC illtO tllC

metropolis of music with a population of , , , ^ . „ , |,

drug-crazed citizens. i>ag. "l^mityV fJUlls OUt a

Dank and Tuba sit in two chairs under the pI lllTl -SlZCcl llllggCt . . .

small habitat they created by connecting

two large tarps into a triangular structure, posted down by their two tents

and the van, with a large pole in the center and a Scooby Doo flag rising

through the ceiling standing still in the dead heat.

Listening to "Shakedown Street" on the iPod stereo connected through

the window of the van. Dank sips on a Capri Sun while Tuba works on

an Aquafina bottle filled with Jameson. Both are watching the flocks of

people moving in the direction of the music.

A girl in an olive and gold sundress floating through the crowd— a beau-

tiful cinnamon skinned face framed in wild layers of tangled ebony hair

crowned with a white lily-petalled tiara. Her dark lips smile and her darker

search move through the sea of heads, flailing arms, and grooving hands.

Crystals wrapped in golden wire dance around her. She takes soft steps,

steps that seem to leave no impression on the groiuid whatsoever. She

walks in the direction of the Scooby Doo flag.

"How's my dancing bears.^"The smoky voice lifts Dank out of his seat as

Sun Rays Catcher gives him a light kiss on the cheek and a long hug, her

crystals jangling against his.

"Not dancing yet." Dank smiles.
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"I hate this waiting shit. I'm tnin' to get fucked up," Tuba chimes in.

'There's ahvays time for that," Sun Rays Catcher leans down kissing Tu-

ba's cheek. "Wliat's first is ahvays first. Work to play, Sugars. Work to play."

It's completely dark as the lights from the main stage fly, flicker, and

emanate through the branches and brush dancing through the trees like

strangers, as tv\ o flashlights search deeper and deeper into the woods, one

leading the other.

"It's gotta be around here. I remember a tree like this." Dank spotlights

a tall evergreen.

"Man, shit was like forever ago. Everything's fuckin' green now. Big fuck-

ing Christmas trees everywhere."

"Come on, just shine around."

"I been shinin'."

"There!" Dank locates the tip of the iceberg, a tu o-foot by two-inch pole

sticking out of the ground amongst a pile of sticks, rocks, and dirt. Dank
is quickly brushing aside the sticks and rocks as Tuba throws a shovel into

the gi'ound.

Back at the campsite, they open and repackage the fifteen pounds of

marijuana in Dank's tent, breaking down the five pounds of Blue Dream
into quaps, the five pounds of Sour Diesel into ounces, and leaving the last

five pounds intact for wholesale.

"WTiat the fuck are these anpvays.^" Dank inspects the last five triple

vacuum-sealed bags, scissoring into one of them.

"Fuck if I know man. Its like, not labeled." Tuba has a talent for stating

the obvious.

"No shit," Dank cuts through the top of the last layer. They both peer in

like children into a trick- or- treat bag.

"Smells bomb." Tuba buries his face into the bag. "Fruitv," he pulls out

a plum-sized nugget covered in kosher salt-sized crystals, holding it be-

tyveen their faces. "Frosty." He rotates the nug, becoming nostalgic. "It

looks kinda like the Master Kush from last year."

"Yeah but it's not though. It needs a name."

"Shit'll sell itself"

"Tubby, McDonalds doesn't sell burgers. It sells Happy Meals, Big Macs.
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People don't want "bomb" weed. They want Sour Diesel, Purple Erkle,

Juicy Fruit."

"But once they see this shit-"

"Nah, it has to have a name or they don't even wanna look at it."

"So what, we figure out what is.^"

"No, we give it a name."

"Like what? Make one up.''"

"Exactly."

"WTiatever's clever, yo. What' 11 it be?"

"I don't know man, lets smoke it and figure it out."

"Now you're makin' sense, Cuz."

Dank can feel the smoke building in his lungs, swirling, spiraling with

many thoughts in his mind, com- ____™„™__„—

_

pounding and intermingling, be- Tuba's paSSed Gilt ill llis ctiaip,
coming almost too much to handle, ^^^^^ sidewayS Oil tlie gFOUnd.
where had the time goner What was

i 'i -r\ i • i' i
•

the point? This isn't fun anymore. Vvlllle Dailk IS Staildnig Oil IllS

But it wasn't supposed to be about chali; uiitiookiiig a tar|) . . .

fun. It was about responsibility. Ne-

cessity. They need him, he needs him, and he would not let him down.

Besides, he saw no other way. He relaxed, releasing the smoke into the air,

watching the vapors disappear into a cool night.

"George Kush."

Tuba begins choking in amusement. "George Kush?"

"Why the fuck not?"

"George fucking Kush!" Tuba gasps for air "It's got some balls to it."

Tuba takes his turn pulling on the long spliff, holding, "Shit why the fuck

not?" He pulls again, holding, "George Kush! I'd vote for him!" Tuba be-

gins to spasm in a coughing fit propelled by laughter.

The workload was split and the second day of the festival was spent mov-

ing up and down row after row, campsite after campsite, shaking hands,

hugging, exchanging names and numbers, forgetting them instantaneous-

ly, laughing, making conversation, listening intently, feigning whatever

emotion is expected, always keeping a steady pace, making false plans and
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promises to return. By the time the sun sets Tuba sits in his chair smok-

ing a victory-spliff while Dank sits in the back of the van coimting piles

of money. There came a gentle tap on the window and Bank's momentary

fright was alleviated by two rows of little sparkling teeth.

Sun Rays Catcher slides open the door and hops in the seat next him,

never once taking her eyes off his.

"Hey Mister."

"Hey, Missy." He hands her a little backpack with dancing bears on it,

which she throws over her shoulder.

"Thank yadarlin'."

"No, thank you. That covers this one, and there's half in there towards

the next roimd."

"Fifteen again.^"

"Yes, please."

"Perfect-o. FU talk to you boys in a couple days, and we'll link up before

All Good."

"Sounds good." Sun Rays Catcher leans over and pecks Dank on the

cheek, and is gone before the door even closes.

Tuba's passed out in his chair, which is sideways on the ground, while

Dank is standing on his chair, unhooking a tarp when Wolf comes strolling

by with a new spiel. "Tabs, molly, headies... tabs, molly, headies..." He sees

Dank and Tuba.

"You two again. Enjoyed yah-selves I see.^^" Wolf says to Dank, leaning

down and tilting his head to get a better look at Tuba's drooling face plas-

tered to the ground.

"Yeah-yeah man," Dank laughs. "Him especially."

"How the fuck he sleep like that.'^"

"Lots of practice." Wolf chuckles at this.

"Well, I got what yous was lookin' for earlier."

"Oh yeah, what you got for us?" Dank asks.

"This George Kush shit. Shit's fire. My buddy out West grew it."

"Cool-cool man, appreciate it, but we're all set." Dank smiles on the



inside, and a little on the outside too.

"No doubt," Wolf keeps it moving, "Catch-ya next year."

"For sure."

Going from a festival on Sunday to work on Monday morning is like

waking up from a dream, faced with the reality of reality.

"Michael Stevens.^'"

"Here."

"Ashley Valencia?"

"Yep."

"Rebecca Whitman.;^"

"Here."

"Great. So last week we covered monopolies, oligopolies and perfect

competition. Any questions before we move onto brand name, brand

awareness, and brand identity.^" There is a silence, a silence Dank had

become accustom to since teaching at the community college. He doesn't

blame them. Summer school is a bore. He remembers wanting to slit his

own throat during biology that last summer as an undergrad. Natural sci-

ences requirement—what the fuck did he care about mitochondria and

phylums.^

"Mr. Kobran.^" Dank looks up slightly astonished.

"Yes.?"

"I got a question." Dank looks to the dreaded teenager in the front row.

The only one to pipe in all semester.

"Of course."

"Well, I was wondering how does, like. . .well, how does the government,

like, prevent a monopoly.?" Dank likes the kid, at least he asks questions.

"Great question, Jon. Last week we touched on the United States v.

AT&T, but ifwe look more recently, the United States v. Microsoft is a per-

fect example. You are all familiar with Bill Gates and Microsoft obviously.?"

A few nod. "Good, so in 1998 . .
."&
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Melissa Bass

The Disconnected Photographer

I almost picked up the phone,

wanting to indulge my need to hear your voice once more

and know that the vibrations in my ear were produced within

you, but I didn't....

Pick up the phone I mean,

instead I grabbed my camera and headed out the door

I took a picture of a faded car that resembled you in our last

encounter;

moving close, I knelt beside this faded gold car

and my first thought was to press my lips to the dusty metallic

side door

Fighting the urge, I lifted my camera and focused it,

then gently applied pressure to the trigger until I heard the

shutter click...

The door closed behind you.

I told you I couldn't do it, internal organs are hard to part

with,

I can't give you my heart; it's too heavily guarded by my chest.
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Paul Driskill

The Vampire's PrimaryWeapon
Dracula's Manipulation ofVictims^

Unconsciousness Parallels Scientific Development

most dangerous element in Bram

Stoker's Dracula is not its title character.

While Dracula may perform the predatory

bloodsucking reproduced and revamped

in Hollywood film and popular fiction, the

ability for the vampire to perform these

monstrous acts depends on another recur-

ring feature in the novel: the blurring of the

boundary between consciousness and un-

consciousness. Understanding this blurring

is crucial to understanding the novel on a

practical level. Consider the frequency ofthe

following words within the novel: the word

"sleep" occurs 303 times, variants of "hyp-

notism" occur 35 times, "trance" 24 times,

"dream" 58 times, "nightmare" six times, and

"conscious" or "unconscious" an additional

32 times. The 1997 Norton Critical Edition of

Dracula is 318 pages long. The word "sleep"

alone is used an average of once per page.

Most critics neglect the conscious/uncon-

scious boundary unless they are making an

argument relating to Freud. For example in

"'Kiss Me with those Red Lips': Gender and

Inversion in Bram Stoker's Dracula," Chris-

topher Craft uses Freud's ideas of the id and

the superego to discuss Dracula's and Van

Helsing's various penetrations and meth-

ods of penetrating women and how these

penetrations rupture the boarders of gen-

der identity (Craft 127-128). Jennifer Wicke

mentions Freud in connection with Mina's

hypnotism at the hands of Van Helsing in

her essay "Vampiric Typewriting: Dracula

and its Media" (Wicke 485-486) . Even David

Seed, whose primary concern is the narra-

tion of the novel in his essay "The Narrative

Method of Dracula," brings up other Freud-

ian interpretations of the female roles in

Dracula (Seed 62) .

This critical compulsion to connect Drac-

ula to the works of Freud isn't unusual. As

Jarrold E. Hogle points out in his introduc-

tion to The Cambridge Companion to Goth-

ic Fiction "Several features of the gothic

[...] eventually became a basis for Sigmund
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Freud's fin de siecle sense of the uncon-

scious" Hogle 3). l^robing Stoker's work as

it relates to his contemporary (Freud pub-

lished his Studies on Hysteria in 1895) is not

a bad thing. However, much of the Freud-

ian analysis examines the effects of uncon-

sciousness and ignores its causes.

This blurring of the boundary^ between

consciousness and unconsciousness is the

result of the vampire's primary weapon

of forced unconsciousness. This primary

weapon is used chronologically before any

bloodsucking and serves to destabilize the

victim's sense of reality. Without this weap-

on, the vampire's advances would be unsuc-

cessful, repelled by a conscious victim rather

than passively embraced by an unconscious

victim. The primary weapon of forced un-

consciousness precedes three of the major

bloodsucking scenes in the novel. Therefore,

it is both primary and necessary for the vam-

pire's bloodsucking. It is a weapon because

it assaults the victim's consciousness, the

victim's abilitV' to resist, and even the vic-

tim's will to resist.

Dracula's vamping of Lucy Westenra is a

perfect example of how the primary weap-

on functions. Lucy is the novel's innocent,

naive, young symbol of the western female.

Her representation as the paradigmatic,

pure western female is codified in Stoker's

decision to make her name mean "Western

Light." Since Lucy is the character whose

vampiric transformation catalyzes the vam-

pire hunt. Craft calls the collection of men
and Mina who seek to destroy the vampire

threat the "Crew of Light" (Craft 130).

Dracula's penetration of Lucy occurs only

after she becomes unconscious and sleep-

walks from the safety of her house and is

found by the coinit (Stoker 87-88). Lucy's

dear friend Mina Murray witnesses the scene

and recoimts it in her journal. Although

Mina cannot distinguish the figure leaning

over Lucy, she writes: "Something, long and

black, bending over the half-reclining white

figure [Lucy]" (88). Mina may not recognize

the figure, but it is obvious to the reader that

the figure is Dracula.

There are several pieces of evidence sup-

porting Dracula's use of his primary weapon

of forced unconsciousness on Lucy. Lucy's

"habit of walking in her sleep" (72) returns

around the time the "Log of the Demeter"

is recovered (81-84). The Demeter is the ves-

sel that delivers Dracula to England and the

vessel whose crew he consumes en rout.

Lucy, in anticipation of Dracula's arrival, be-

gins her unconscious forays into the night. It

is unlikely that Lucy would encounter Drac-

ula by coincidence on one of these sleep-

walking adventures. Also, Lucy's consciously

suppressed desire to be mth multiple men is

satisfied by finding Dracula.

Lucy writes in an earlier diaiy entry:

"Why can't they let a girl marry three men,

or as many as want her" (60). She apologizes

for this outburst by calling her own words

"heresy." In addition to taking advantage of

Lucy's preexisting desire to be with multiple

men, the count has also demonstrated an

ability to call creatures to him and there-

fore may have the ability to call people to

him. Renfield, a patient in Doctor Seward's

insane asylum, apparently possesses a re-

mote connection with the count and repeat-

edly announces "the master is at hand" (96)

despite having no way of knowing that the

coiuit will be arriving in England. Lucy, sim-

ilarly, seems to share an unconscious con-

nection with the count.

WTien conscious, Lucy is repelled by the
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vampire. When unconscious she is attracted

to the vanipire and even behaves hke a vam-

pire. In "Purity and Danger: Dracula, the Ur-

ban Gothic, and the Late Victorian Degen-

eracy Crisis," an examination the sexiiaHty of

the novel within the dynamics of late -Vic-

torian culture, Kathleen Spencer recognizes

that "when [Lucy's] conscious personality

was not in command [...] her unconscious

personality alone had become vampiric"

(Spencer 211) . Spencer cites Lucy's ten-

dency to thrust away the superstitious ciu^es

surrounding her (such as the host or garlic

flowers) while she is asleep and unconscious

despite liking them while awake (211). This

thrusting away is vampiric because the flow-

ers are repulsive to vampires. Additionally,

the vampire is polyamorous. Lucy, though

she would not consciously pursue mul-

tiple men, expresses a desire to do so and

promptly sup- ^

—______
presses " this FcFrier was 1

1

"heresy" (Stoker

60). When un- animals move,
conscious, this i

suppressed de- ^neill Wai
sire is awakened

and allowed to move Lucy's body Dracula,

on the other hand, possesses no such scru-

ples.

Dracula arrives to satisfy Lucy's uncon-

scious desire for multiple penetrations and

likely targeted her because her unconscious

was amenable to his approach. With his pri-

man weapon of forced unconsciousness he

is able to manipulate her so she walks to

him, as though he placed an advanced order

for delivery. By doing so, he is able to begin

his vamping of English throats witliout invi-

tation into any Englisb homes.

In addition to Lucy's sleepwalking mis-

adventure, the use of the vampire's primary

weapon also precedes a second major scene

of vampire penetration: that of Mina. Mina is

a more sophisticated woman than Lucy and

less archetypal of traditional western culture

than her female bosom buddy, Lucy. In her

article "Dracula: Stoker's Response to the

New Woman," Carol Senf explores Stoker's

treatment ofwomen in Dracula and propos-

es that the author is ambivalent to the phe-

nomenon of the New Woman ("Response to

the New Woman" 34) . Senf points out tliat

"Mina rejects both the forwardness and tlie

sexual openness of the NewWoman writers"

(36) that connects Lucy to the New Woman
(42). This difference in "degree of latent

sexuality" (42) may be the key in distinguish-

ing why the two women react differently to

Dracula's primary weapon of forced uncon-

sciousness.

ot just inaking
Another key

difference be-

he was making- '^'7'^,
o and Mrna rs rri

I t to move. tlie narration of

. .— their encounter

with Dracula. Lucy is totally unconscious

and therefore unable to recall arnthing that

happened to her while she was out on her

sleepwalking adventure. Mina, on the other

hand, is able to write about her experience

with Dracula and even able to describe the

events leading up to Dracula's penetration

out loud.

Mina sees a concentrated piHar of smoke

topped with a red eye in her room. Despite

recalling .lonatban Har-ker's nar-ration about

bis eiicoiHiter witli the three \ ampii'e wom-
en in castle Dracula, Mina whiles: "I uuisl be

careful of such dreams, for they \\oiild un-

seat one's reason if there wei*e too nuich of
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them" (Stoker 228, emphasis added). Mina is

unable to accept what is happening as a real

event. Her inability to distinguish between

reality and dream is caused by the vam-

pire's primary weapon. The primary weapon

is pushing her into a state of semi-uncon-

sciousness so that Dracula can vamp her.

This inability to accept reality produces

one of the novel's most graphic scenes. The

Crew of Light bursts into the room, having

been given a tip that Mina is in danger by

madman Renfield and witnesses an unex-

pected scene. "[Mina's] white nightdress was

smeared with

followed upon [...] changes in psychology.

The vampire villain, who transforms people

into soulless automata and ruthlessly experi-

ments upon human beings can be seen as a

mad scientist" (Stiles 55) . Dracula is remi-

niscent of one "mad scientist" in particular:

Sir David Ferrier.

Ferrier pioneered research into the field of

cerebral localization. Cerebral localization,

as the name suggests, localizes the functions

of the brain by stimulating cortical regions

and mapping the behavior of the test sub-

ject. For example, if region A is stimulated

and the sub-

biood, and a Draciila's bite and bloodsuckiiia' is a \

thin stream i p i

trickled down smokescreen tor h
the man's bare i . c
. assiilt on tree w
breast (247).

^ xo c* ject's left leg

. 1 . kicks, region
IS more insidious ^ controls the

ill and volition '"^^'f'
leg. rJy map-

Mina and Dracula are embracing, one drink-

ing from the other, the horror and blood of

the scene a dreadful reality made possible by

Dracula's primary weapon of forced uncon-

sciousness.

While Mina is immobilized by Dracula's

primary weapon, Lucy is given physical mo-

bility. In an unconscious state, Lucy pursues

her desire to be with multiple men. Lucy be-

comes, in this sense, a mobile unconscious.

This notion of an unconscious that is able

to move as though it possessed conscious

volition relates directly to 19th century de-

velopments in brain science and specifically

developments in the field of cerebral local-

ization.

In her insightful essay "Bram Stoker's

Dracula and Cerebral Automatism," Anne
Stiles explores how Dracula fits into the

volatile social context of brain science, es-

pecially cerebral localization. Stiles argues

that: "Dracula was part of the backlash that

ping out the regions of the brain and their

function, cerebral localizationists like Fer-

rier hoped to better science's understanding

of the human brain.

Although Ferrier was certainly not the

only scientist researching cerebral localiza-

tion, he is significant in relation to the novel

because Doctor ScAvard, a stalwart scientist

himself, mentions Fer-rier. "Had I even the

secret of [Renfield 's mind. . .] I might advance

my o^vn branch of science to a pitch com-

pared with [...] Ferrier's brain knowledge"

(Stoker 71). The brain knowledge Seward

references was extremely controversial at

the time because of its challenge to free wdll

and its undermining theological belief in the

soul. Many 19th century lay people foimd

Ferrier's experiments disturbing because

"Ferrier was not just making animals move,

he was making them want to move [...], dem-

onstrating that an electrical stimulus could

be substituted for volition" (Stiles 65). This
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Unlike Ferrier's animals, Dracula's victims are able to recall, explain,

and reflect on their unconscious experience because of their liminal

status between total consciousness and total unconsciousness.

concept ofnon-voluntary motion in Ferrier's

animal experiments resembles Lucy's sleep-

walking.

Senf notes the extent of this unconscious

manipulation in her essay about the novel's

internal struggle between Dracula and sci-

ence, "Gothic Monster Versus Modern Sci-

ence in Dracula," when she obsei-ves that

"many ofthe important events in [Lucy's] life

take place while she is either unconscious

or asleep. Even her succumbing to Dracu-

la and her subsequent fall into vampirism

are presented as being largely unconscious

rather than the result of conscious choice"

("Gothic Monster" 20) . Stile's likening of

Dracula to Ferrier and his volition-robbing

experiments and SenPs observation that Lu-

cy's transformation takes place while she is

unconscious leads to an important conclu-

sion about the vampire's primary weapon:

each victim actively desires Dracula (or the

vampire women) while unconscious. Just as

Ferrier is able to make unconscious animals

"want to move" (Stiles 65), Dracula is able to

make his unconscious victims want to sub-

mit. While Lucy may provide the most ob-

vious example of this unconscious desire to

be with the vampire, Jonathan Barker also

demonstrates an unconscious desire.

While in Castle Dracula at the beginning

of the novel, Marker wanders into a room

and felt "sleep was upon [him]" (Stoker 42).

Harker then falls into a state of physical

immobility but conscious awareness as the

three vampire women materialize. The lan-

guage he uses in this scene builds ox\Tiiora,

effectively splitting Harker in two. Exam-

ine the following lines: "I felt in my heart a

wicked, burning desire that they should kiss

me with those red lips"; "It was like an in-

tolerable, tingling sweetness"; "looking out

under my eyelashes in an agony of delightful

anticipation" (42). The word desire, normally

meaning something pleasurable, is paired

with the negative word "wicked." "Sweet-

ness" is paired with "intolerable." Harker's

"delightful anticipation" is agonizing. Hark-

er is employing rhetorical tactics to blur

boundaries. In this instance, he is blurring

the boundary between desire and disgust

rather than consciousness/unconsciousness.

In addition to building ox^inora, this

language creates dueling Harkers: one of

consciousness and one of unconscious-

ness. Harker's conscious self, a man who will

eventually be married to Mina Harker, resists

the approach of the women, utilizing words

like "wicked," "intolerable," and "agony"

Meanwhile, the unconscious Harker voices

his longing for the women using the words

"desire", "sweetness", and "delightfid an-

ticipation." The conscious and unconscious

Harkers are battling for dominance.

In "Castle, Coffin, Stomach: Dracula and

the Banality of the Occult," Phillip Holden

explores how magic and the occult relate

to the social norms and individualization at

the time of the novel's publication (Holden

470) . Holden argues "there is danger [in the

novel] of coin-se, but it is a danger which can

and will be averted by self-governance, by

the exercise of the will" (478). In this view,

much of the danger in the novel, namely be-

ing vamped by Di-acula or the three women.
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could have been avoided by conscious voli-

tion. The inverse of this notion that willpow-

er can overcome danger is also true: without

self-governance or the exercise of the will,

there is no hope of avoiding danger. Dracu-

la's bite and bloodsucking is a smokescreen

for his more insidious assault on free will

and volition. Only through a subversion of

free will by the vampire's primary weapon of

forced unconsciousness can the bloodsuck-

ing be achieved.

Ferrier's work in cerebral localization par-

allel's Dracula's primary weapon of forced

unconsciousness. Ferrier writes in his 1886

publication The Functions of the Brain in

his chapter titled 'Tnstinctive or Emotional

Expression:"

"As all the physical manifestations of feel-

ing are capable of being called for in ani-

mals deprived of their cerebral hemispheres,

which alone are the substrata of conscious-

ness, we must regard [feelings or emotions]

as merely the reflect or instinctive response

of centres [sic] in which sensory impressions

are correlated with the motor, vasomotor,

and secretory [sic] apparatus." (Ferrier 147)

This bland writing describes the vampire

weapon using scientific terminology. Even

after removing the cerebral hemispheres

(which Ferrier views as the seat of con-

sciousness), Ferrier can elicit feelings and

emotions by stimulating deeper brain re-

gions not controlled by the consciousness.

Although Ferrier is cited in the novel, he is

neither the only scientist nor the first to real-

ize that advances in brain science challenge

conventional notions of free will. An earlier

publication by physician Henry Maudsley

called The Physiology and Pathology of the

Mind (1868), Maudsley writes apropos to the

vampire's primary weapon, that "Those who
fondly think they act with free will [. . .] dream

with their eyes open" (Maudsley 171) . Mina

certainly dreams with her eyes open, able to

recall the frightening events of her danger-

ous encounter mth Dracula. The only prob-

lem is, what she experienced in the dream

was real and she was robbed of her will to

resist. Like Maudsley and Ferrier, Dracula

has successfully robbed her of her volition,

reduced her down to a machine of uncon-

scious, un-willed consumption. Dracula

excises, through the vampire weapon, con-

sciousness and manipulates a victim's deep-

rooted feelings or emotions so that he or she

is amenable to the vampire's approach.

Unlike Ferrier's animals, Dracula's vic-

tims are able to recall, explain, and reflect

on their unconscious experience because

of their liminal status between total con-

sciousness and total unconsciousness. Mina,

for example, tells the men when they walk

in on her and Dracula during their bloody

embrace that she "did not want to hinder

him" and adds "I suppose [the desire not

to hinder Dracula] is a part of the horrible

curse" (Stoker 251). The "horrible curse" is

the active desire (as opposed to passive ac-

ceptance) displayed in all three victims.

Dracula's primary weapon of forced un-

consciousness gothicizes this scientifical-

ly-incited degeneration of volition while

enabling the vampire to drink blood from

English throats. Although the vampire is

best known for his bloodsucking, without

his primary weapon, Dracula would be un-

able to overcome his victims because they

would be able to consciously resist him.[>
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Midori Gleason

Absence Sonnet

He asked me to keep close to him, so when

I leapt to fly I threw him my absence:

A slab of grief to hold, to fold or bend.

To stomp upon, to hiss and scorn. Yet since

IVe lacked my lack there is no space to find

Within my mind, crammed blind with tight todos,

Elephant weighted, cluttering claws reside

By junkshop clocks, appliances misused.

Hard-packed link locked stock stiflT memories can't

Elbow, undust, bust through and all along.

What can he do with nothing but this rant.^

Guilt's bare comfort, void are my claims to wrongs.

They do not leap between my love and harm.

Nor cradle him between my chest and arms.
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Natasha Leullier

Yellow-Eyed Men

arius concentrates on the babble of the nearby stream— the one
"^^^ where he often fetched water— and the scuttling of insects beneath

his ear, but he can still hear the muffled screams. He presses the left side

of his body deep into the log's soft vegetation, as though to disappear en-

tirely. The old tree fell decades ago, during the greatest storm the village

had known. It was once a towering elm, taller and thicker than any cur-

rently left in the forest. Now it is completely covered in moss and fungus,

as the humidity from the stream had spread like an infection.

The man to his right died when he hit the ground, and his skin is now
cold and wet, his arm stiff The man on top of Darius, however, is still

breathing, a raspy, whistling sound that reminds him of the noise the wind

sometimes made when it twirled in the empty fireplace. Those were cold

nights, with wood too wet to light and his family's bony cow serving as

their only source of heat.

The man, named Cade, dying on top ofDarius is hot. He fought alongside

Darius when the arrows pierced him— three through the chest, like a knife

through soft butter. Cade stood still and gasped, then stepped backwards

and tripped over the corpse of a comrade. He collapsed onto Darius, who
was twelve but still fighting. They both went down with a bone-breaking

crash, Darius's old butcher's knife firmly clutched in his hand. The battle

raged and Darius, lodged between different kinds of dead, went unseen.

The Yellow-Eyed men always attack an hour before dawn, bearing torch-

es in the dim light. Yellow flames danced in their eyes. They always vanish

by sunrise, leaving villages empty of life, but othenvise intact. They trade
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Refugees bringing strong arms and

gold—who would turn them away?

in people.

It is mostly over now, Darius knows, because the high pitched wails tell

him they have found the women and children. His mother and sisters, in-

cluding sixteen-year-old Audrey. His big sister cared for him when he was

sick, ruffled his hair playfully and always kissed him goodnight.

Darius should be terrified, "trembling like a leaf," his father would say.

His heart beats fast, but he remains listless and calm, almost sleepy, as each

minute stretches out. He finds himself thinking of odd things, like how
much he hates Cade.

Brave and handsome Cade, whose family came from the town over the

mountain range, where the Yellow-Eyed men reign. The village had wel-

comed the Overholtzers and their brawny son, and their sack of golden

chalices, candlesticks and candelabras. Refugees bringing strong arms and

gold—who would turn them away.'^

The village girls became silly and wore bows in their hair, even sweet,

down-to-earth Audrey. It quickly became obvious that Cade had eyes only

for her, with her shiny red hair, sturdy frame and straight teeth.

"Good hips for bearing sons," agreed Darius' father when Cade request-

ed her hand.

Cade blushed and mumbled something about "love."

Darius did not want his sister to stop being his sister IfAudrey married

Cade, she would move to his house and have babies, and would have no

more time for him, like his own mother now, always with a newborn at her

teat. Now Cade's blood is dripping onto Darius' forehead, and that seems

like a fine thing.

Darius' fingers ache, locked around the knife he didn't have a chance

to use. The fighting was quick and intense, and onslaught aimed at the

strong. Within what seemed like the first ten seconds of battle he saw his

father struck by a blow to the head, finished by one thrust of a blade. His

father had given him the old butcher's knife, and Darius had oiled the

rusty blade until it shined as well as it could. He remembered the time,

years past, when his father used the same knife to outline a square in the

pink flesh of a large hog, lifting the skin, a window onto its slimy innards.



Darius wTinkled his nose and stared. His father pointed towards the liver,

then poked Darius's own belly.

"You mean I have one of those.^" Darius said in mild disgust, hands on

his abdomen.

"That and everything else. We're not so different from the pigs, and

that's good to know in battle."

"What about the Yellow-Eyed ones.^^"

"They have the devil in their head, but bodies are just like ours."

From that day, Darius observed the pigs his father butchered and often

wished he could kill one himself His father always did it by slitting their

throats, bleeding them while they squealed to their death. No part was

wasted. When the honey melons growing in the garden were ripe, Darius

loved to slice them. He stabbed them wildly and pretending the hard, slick

thud was that of the enemy's chest cavity.

Here, with the earthy smell of decaying wood doing little to cover Cade's

sweat and acrid breath, the thought of cutting the enemy's flesh repulses

him. And it seems a shame to sully his blade when there is so little left to

save.

He tries shifting his position, to catch a glimpse of the events. Sprawled

on his back, with Cade's face nestled against his shoulder, his only option

is to tilt his head backwards, hoping the movement won't draw attention.

It's hard to make out what's happening, with people looking as though

walking on their heads. With the light of day almost upon them, the Yellow

Eyed Men dressed in black appear less sinister, their eyes dull. Some wipe

their blades on the grass while others round up the last of the weeping

women.

Darius sees a flash of red, and wonders if it's Audrey with her fieiy hair,

or just more blood. He feels a pang of regret, but continues to stare, im-

mobile as his kinsfolk are marched away, easterly, towards the mountains.

Besides, he knows they will survive, and he would have lost Audrey, any-

how. She can still have babies, on the other side of the mountain range.

The sun is high and flies are buzzing by the time Darius extricates him-

self Cade is dead, as are all of the other men, young and old. He heads

directly to the small wooden structure that served as church and council

hall. He bags the chalices, candelabras and all things shiny and marches

west. As he passes through the village gate, he smiles to himself Perhaps

in the next village he will be gpeeted as the new "Cade," by eager parents

and girls wearing pretty bows.C>
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\\elina Farah

Studies in Puerto Rico
Puerto Rican Independence Party

PIP^ was protesting Obania's arrival.

I was on the island for a summer studies

program, roaming with the group I studied

with. Before our group approached the pro-

test Professor Galanes, our guide, warned us

to stay close and not to do anything stupid.

\\ e were Americans \vithin a protest against

American rule. I looked over to the person

closest to me and asked, "Wanna go in?" It

was AUie, a girl from Washington University;

She was verv quiet and not much of a par-

ticipant in group conversations. I wanted to

learn more about her

"^eah, sure!" she said without hesitation.

So we went off, strangers in a stranger land.

As we walked deeper into the yelling and

sign-waving, I said, "Stay close."

A\ e looked the part of tourists: backpacks

filled to the brim with sun block, water,

snacks, sunglasses and publications of so-

ciological theories; clothes that didn't come

from the island; burnt skin that was raw to

the touch (maA be that was just me); cameras

that cost more than our flight; and worst yet

we could only speak English. We wandered

around, snapping photos, on our right an

American flag was burning and to our left a

banner reads "Fuck Obama!"

1 was in San Juan studying abroad and

my president, the one I voted for, the one I

believed in was in the same citv .'^ And these

people wanted him out.^ He is the second

US president to visit PR (EVER) and I'm

here too.'^

Nationalism is beaten into you from a

young age, as it is anwvhere else on the globe.

As one grows older, the propaganda be-

comes stronger because, even as we become

more aware of our surroundings. Seeing

people resisting American help was some-

thing I never thought was possible, rather,

never thought anyone would want to resist

our help! \\ e're America, the land of the free

and home of the brave! And you don't want

our help?! WTiat's wTong with this picture?

What would happen if Puerto Rico be-

came the 51st state in America? The official

language would change from Spanish to

English. But Spanish is not just a language

in Puerto Rico, it's their cultm-e.

When we reconnected with the main

group, my mind kept drifting back to the

man with the "Viva Puerto Rico Libre" shirt.

I remember the "i" in viva was a closed fist,

the one usually used when speaking of Black

liberation movements. It stands for solidar-

ity, strength, and defiance, eventhing the

independentistas represent. It's crazy how
much the Puerto Ricans get pushed to the

side when it comes to rights. Puerto Ricans

are US citizens, but as long as they stay in

Puerto Rico they cannot vote in elections

and they do not have any kind of represen-

tation in the Senate. They also do not pay

federal taxes on income received from island

sources. Instead, they pay customs taxes paid

to the federal treasury, but this money gets

returned to Puerto Rico.

Let's just hope no one gets too d^amaged

from this process to independance.Q
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Jacob Aguiar

Steeped in Superstition

yL^erhaps it is just good parenting to keep

your kids from walking under ladders or

breaking mirrors, but why should killing a

spider make it rain? While sometimes non-

sensical on the surface, my mother's super-

stitions unite my family.

A great example of this is the family bap-

tisms. My mother saw too it that all her sons

were baptized and received first commu-
nion. As grandmother to my older brother's

kids she made it clear that they should also

be baptized. She did not do this because of

some deep religious belief but instead be-

cause of a superstitious belief that her own
mother, long dead, is watching her.

"I'm more afraid of my mother than any-

thing else. I do not want to go over and meet

her and not having done something I should

have."

So my brothers and I have come to under-

stand the ceremony not as an indoctrination

into a faith, but a tribute to an ancestor Not

one of us pretends to be a good Catholic;

most of the ceremony is spent holding back

snickers as the priest speaks of un-ending

commitment to the ways of the church. But

no one quibbles about going, no one points

of the silliness of it.

Many members ofmy far-flung and loose-

ly connected family are invited to and ar-

rive at each baptism. We are a ragtag group

united mostly by affair and patronage rath-

er than by law and blood. A collection of

sordid pasts and failed marriages we unify-

around the baptism: the introduction of a

new member into the clan.

Superstition to me means a sense of con-

trol. To have a superstitious belief is to admit

vulnerability to fate and at the same time to

take step to control it. Superstition is like

always betting black at the roulette wheel.

Wlien it lands on red well tliat is just how
it goes, but when it lands on black it is he-

cause you rubbed that bald guys head. And

while in the back of yoin* head you know the

odds are 50-50 you still rub that guys head

not just to make the ball land on black, but

to feel like you did all could possible do to

make t land on black, and one wav or an-<

other fate will reward you for yoin* homage.

Q
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Natasha Leullier

The Countdown

clock had been ticking for as long as he could remember. As a small

child Michael heard the tick tock as he entertained himself in the liv-

ing room, lying on the thick red rug, waiting. He stared at the room and

its individual objects, inventing a stoiy for each. The clock did not bother

him then, but sometimes it sounded more like a tsk^ the tsk, tsk of a mother

scolding her child. The rhythm became urgent, as though time had sped

up. This he heard in the night, awake or dreaming, when he walked by the

cellar door or when his father stirred the cubes in his evening booze.

"Toward the end of time the world will grow ill, truly worse than it is

now. Wretched things will be heaped upon us, and the planet will no

longer be safe, at least until December 21^^ when all will come to a halt.

The 12*^ planet will finally appear in the night sky, and alignment will be

achieved. The end will seem nigh, and yet the people will become calm

and hopeful during the last minutes of respite— the Earth will give off a

sense of peace," intones Michael. He smiles to himself, enjoying the power

of his own words.

That is how Michael imagines things will unravel, near the end of the

calendar.And who better to know this than the clock himself? He had long

come to the conclusion that he was time impersonated, his innards wiring

and his heart the beating timepiece.

When the worst is expected, hopeful fools will always be lulled by the

calm before the storm, he thinks. With their guns, underground shelters,
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and canned goods, they will believe themselves prepared. But when the

earth does not immediately shatter and engulf all things living, the wicked

will think themselves spared, the good will think themselves chosen. But

Michael knows better. There will be no escape, and the final countdown

will have just begun.

From the cellar he often heard voices, men and women, laughing hys-

terically. He was felt always left out and could only wonder at the white,

paint-chipped door. He would sit on the cold, dirty linoleum of the kitchen

floor, imagining the fun he must be missing. His father assumed he was

too young to understand, but Michael was always listening to the adults,

interpreting their words as best he could. Once, his

We must be the Ones, the father had compared the neighbor's dog to his mother;

surv ivors of Arnia^eddon Michael understood this was no laughing matter. That

.

' day, long ago he opened the white door— he would
that Wll inherit the rLarth share in this joke—and in doing so brought up a waft

of incense and cold sweat, and laughter that turned

into screams as they reached his ears.

Michael believes that as all gaze upon the firmament, waiting for their

demise to come from above, this is when the dead will reach out from their

graves and tickle the unsuspecting feet of the living. As they wrestle the

dirt to reach the light, they will remember their hunger This part is not

in the PopolVuh. The ancient Maya had not seen Dawn ofthe Dead. Young

Michael had, and he had something similar in the cellar They were not

truly zombies, and after seeing a documentary on Santeria he later learned

they had been drugged. But if the living could become zombie -like, then

why not the dead.^

Then will come the solar flares, so that living flesh sizzles and bone

crumbles. Earth will become a marshmallow, melting and white with heat.

The last few survivors will hear the wind above; it must be a storm. It

is nothing but fire. Fire like the ball of heat that flowed from Michael's

mouth to his stomach the time he stole a taste from his father's glass. His

mother disapproved of alcohol, as she disapproved of most things beyond

breathing and praying. She did not tolerate her husband and his pagan

practices. She feared them, and counted her prayer beads out loud.

Michael suspects the last few to survive, atheists and religious fanatics

alike, will have simultaneous epiphanies in which they fancy themselves

filled with grace.

"We must be the Ones, the survivors of Armageddon that will inherit

the Earth and repopulate it with acts of kindness. The World has been

cleansed," chants Michael. "And ofcourse they would think this, since near
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the end, society will have taken a turn for the worst: murder, disease, war,

economic and moral degradation!" Michael laughs and beams at his audi-

ence.

Michael's daughters, small blond children of two and four, smile back.

They are nervous and confused, but even now they trust him; he has al-

ways been a gentle, loving father. At bedtime he tells stories, wonderful

magical stories of talking animals, hidden gardens and enchanted fruit.

"Then tell me, why did the world not end with Nazi Germany? Were

those not trying times?" he continues, gesticulating wildly. His wife jerks

her head, nods, as tears stream down her cheeks, wetting the duct tape

that holds her mouth shut. But her eyes are pleading and full of questions.

"I know what you are thinking, love. For a time I wasn't worried, but

then the clock started ticking faster. . .tsk, tsk, tsk^ and everything was point-

ing towards 2012. It's all over the media! Websites, documentaries, even

the ancient texts! The Maya themselves predicted it," he explains, as he

smoothes out her hair, removing a few strands from her trembling brow.

When the ground starts to shake, Michael knows it will not be the four

horsemen of the Apocalypse, despite all that his mother said. The earth-

quakes will sound more like beating drums, the ones his father used to

play. The tectonic plates will shake and bend as the poles reverse, and the

plates will shift, free from the magnetic field that he thinks holds them

in place. The Earth's crust will collapse like a soggy cracker as the oceans

wash over it.

"Do you understand? It's not about good or evil. It will simply be the

end; no new beginning after December 21*^ How could there be? The

calendar ends," says Michael, hands held together in gentle supplication.

"This is for the best, trust me."

He starts counting the pills; the dosage must be exact. The sound they

make as they fall from the bottle to the countertop matches the ticking in

his head.

"Now open your mouths."

He feeds them to his daughters. He waits to ensure they have swallowed

and then unties his wife's bonds. It is too late to fight; defeated she will-

ingly takes the pills and hurries over to her children. Michael leads them

to the sofa and grabs a thick, leather-bound book from the shelf Before

they go to sleep, he will read them one last fairytale, his favorite of all.

"In the beginning God created the Heaven and tlie Earth... "(>
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Jenn Tonelli

Pause

And then it was over.

Piece by piece

We picked up our things that lay scattered

All over the room.

In the comer of the bed I found your Pride

Right next to my shirt; it was wTinkled now.

On the chair sat your Fear, seemingly never failing to push

My happy Hopes to the ground - w hich is where your (over)Thinking

Cap was found (fizzled out and sparking from over use)—

One by one, our things w ere put back,

On shelves, in drawers, on our bodies,

And the sleepless night dragged on.

Tossing.

Turning.

Remembering.

Holding on.

Hitting the pause button on reality,

because it's always too late to rewind

or too early to try to fast forward).

As the sun rose, our eyes pretended not to notice.

.\nd our bodies laid perfectly intertwined

until the clock started moving again.

Lnpause.

W e walked slowly down and blindly out

Into the sun, into comforting fall air,

(Winter is closing in slowly. Smell it?)

"\\ e'll talk soon"

But I couldn't speak, as if it was my tongue

I lost among the things on your floor.

It wasn't.

I lost my heart.
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Jenn Tonelli

Seasons of Us
We never blossomed carefully with a warm spring rain.

Summer found us on a breeze and

we were already in bloom. Our passion peaked

before it should have, but we had no control

as to the color of our petals or the height of our stems.

As summer faded, we followed its lead.

Somehow, parts of fall were just as warm as summer had been,

and our petals basked in all the suns' rays.

It seems Nature was as confused as we were

because the weather waxed and waned as we wondered in awe.

Despite the depth and purity of our hearts,

Winter soon came to wash it all away.

We live in traces of summer and flashbacks of fall.

In the cruel, coldness of winter we dwindled. However naive or falsified,

I wait, longing for spring, to be reborn,

and blossom in its warm, comforting rain.
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Jacqueline Perry

TheWoman
in the Red Coat

~^/^/^omen who wearperfume are never happy. That's what Tessie thought to

herself each day as she leaned upon her elbows and watched herds

of shoppers shuffle past the fragrance counter where she worked.

On summer mornings the department store was invariably busy. When
there weren't any customers atTessie's counter, she entertained herself by

watching the women stroll past. They were all buttoned up into designer

jeans and sweaters and coats and hats and scai-ves, and you couldn't see

their faces either, not really. They all wore masks of rouge, lipstick and

mascara that made every pair of eyes look bright and innocent and emo-

tionless.

Tessie blinked at her reflection in the mirror propped on the coun-

ter. She was fourteen. She had a pale face framed by blonde curls that

slumped across her shoulders. She looked rather plain, Tessie thought;

her face was simple.

Tessie could always identify people by the perfume they wore. Her

mother sprayed on a light vanilla even morning, a sweet scent that got

caught in Tessie's hair whenever her mother hugged her. At school, her

stem English teacher filled the room ^vith a sharp floral aroma as soon as

she strutted in. And her favorite co-Avorker, Dixie, wore a heavy perfume as

sweet and thick as the accent that dripped off her everv^ word.

"You know, hun," she'd drawl, leaning lazily against the sales counter, "I

don't get how y'all deal with this freezing weather up here. Down in Baton

Rouge, it was warm and sunny year 'round."
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Dixie was a petite girl who wore rumpled skirts and heavy black eyeliner

that was always smudged in little clouds around her lashes. She never stood

still. She chewed on her lip or tapped her foot or ran her fingers through

her bleach-blonde locks. At work, Dixie and Tessie would slouch side-by-

side along the counter and watch customers bustle by. Dixie drummed her

nails on the glass and burst out in random exclamations.

"Look, kiddo, look at that guy trying on that weird hat," she said. "God,

I'm tired, Tessie. The baby kept me up until two o'clock this morning."

Dixie was ten years older than Tessie. Tessie wondered if something

would happen to her within the next decade to make her the same way.

It was Dixie who first spotted the woman in the red coat. Tessie was

dusting the display case while Dixie stared into a mirror and poked at the

bags under her eyes.

"I look like a troll," she whined. Her voice JJ^^ ^jj. arouild tlieni WaS
was husky but feminine. "I swear to God, Tess, . ^ i

if that baby doesn't start sleeping through the 11 1 ICCi lOr a mOITient by
night, I'm going to look like BettyWhite before cllClTV bloSSOIllS
I'm thirty" 1_
She smelled like sticky fruit when she swished by. Suddenly, Dixie was

clutching Tessie's arm and pointing at a shopper across the room.

"Hey," she said, "check out that weird lady over there."

The woman wore a red peacoat and sunglasses that obscured her entire

face. She was a large woman, teetering on her high heels as she walked.

"Good day," Tessie greeted as the woman approached her counter.

The woman only nodded and smiled weakly. She was aged but not quite

old. Her gaze rested on a sign stating Feelfree to sample our luxurj fra-

grances. There were perhaps a dozen bottles and vials strewn about the

siuface; the woman selected one at random and spritzed it on a wrist. The

air around them was filled for a moment by cheriy blossoms. Then, just

as quickly as she'd come in, the woman slipped out the store exit. Tessie

shrugged. Working in retail, she'd met enough strange customers to make

nearly everyone seem normal.

During the hnich hours, all of the cashiers would crowd aroinid the

table in the break room. Tessie sat in the middle, surrounded by her nine

co-workers and a melty mix of different aromas. They ate granola bars

and complained about men. Some girls snuck cigarettes if the boss wasn't

around.
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"Men are all stupid," one girl would gripe.

"Mm-hmm," agreed another, "You can't trust a single one of 'em."

Dixie would tousle Tessie's hair and say, "You remember that, kid, for

when you're older. Don't let nobody steal your heart."

The following morning, the red peacoat woman wandered in at exactly

nine o' clock. From Tessie's counter she selected a light tropical fragrance

and splashed a bit onto her wrist. Then she gave Tessie the same nod and

slunk back off to the parking lot.

The next day, the woman chose a sugary berry perfume; the day after, a

bitter herb-like scent. She never spent more than three minutes inside the

store, and not once did she pull out her wallet.

"I wonder what that woman's doing," Tessie wondered out loud.

"I dunno, bun," Dixie said, snapping her gum.

She was humming along to the radio that played behind her. Lately, Di-

xie had gotten into the habit of toting her old boom box into work and let-

ting it blare the country station all day. She was fond of wailing the words

to sappy heartbreak songs until Tes-

Wheil Dixie drummed her ^ie grew red and shushed her.

fm^erS on the counter, Tessie
next morning, the woman

^ ^ used a orchid-scented perrume. les-

nOticed a pebble -sized diamond sie's boss also announced that she'd

taken out an ad in the newspaper,

gleaming on her left hand and she wanted to snap a photo of

all the employees for it. The girls

groomed themselves like models to take the picture. They rimmed their

eyes with black and their lips with red, and they crowded into the bath-

room to wipe the stains off their uniforms with paper towels.

"Come here, sweetheart, lemme do your makeup," Dixie told Tessie.

She pulled Tessie's hair into a dignified updo and streaked Tessie's eye-

lids with shimmery blue. Then she swiped a vial of flowery perfume and

squirted it on the back of Tessie's neck. WTien Tessie walked across the

room, she smelled like roses, and at first couldn't recognize herself be-

neath the foreign scent.

The girls stood in front of the cosmetics counters and wrapped their

arms around each other, beaming widely The boss snapped the photo.

When the ad ran the next day, Tessie tore it from a newspaper and looked

at it long and hard, hi the photo were ten happy blondes made beautiful
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by smiles and heavy eyeshadow. They all had wide eyes and crisp match-

ing uniforms. Tessie studied herself, standing in the middle. All dolled up,

she was giggling and clutching onto the hands of Dixie and one other co-

worker Tessie folded up the clipping and slid it into her purse.

The weeks passed. July became August. The woman in the red coat still

managed to discover a new scent to sample every day, sometimes having

to dig to the backs of shelves to uncover one she hadn't tried before. Dixie

grew giddy and whispery all the time. She spent long hours twirling her

hair and staring dreamily at the ceiling, and refused to divulge to Tessie

what she was thinking of

On the thirty-fourth day that Tessie saw the red peacoat woman, Dixie

showed up half an hour late for her shift, and when Dixie drummed her

fingers on the counter, Tessie noticed a pebble-sized diamond gleaming

on her left hand.

"You're getting married?'^ Tessie shrieked. Dixie giggled girlishly and

held a finger up to Tessie's lips. "Shh, sweetie, don't broadcast it to the

nation."

"You didn't tell me!" Tessie accused.

"It just happened last night," Dixie told her. She folded her knuckles

and admired the ring. "It's gorgeous, ain't it.^ All new and shiny."

"Who is he.^" Tessie wanted to know.

"Guy I've been seeing."

"Do you love him.^"

Dixie didn't answer She was too busy spraying on her favorite perfume.

The woman in the red coat showed up at nine o' clock sharp, just as

Tessie had come to expect. She browsed around the perfume counter for

a while, frowning as she examined each bottle. She'd already tried every

perfume, Tessie realized. Resigned, the woman walked off to explore other

departments.

Fifteen minutes later, the woman returned to Tessie's coimter, dragging

a large luggage set behind her "Can you help me, miss?" she asked. "Td

like to purchase this, but there wasn't anyone at the register in the luggage

department."

"Certainly," Tessie answered. She swiped the woman's credit cai'd

through the machine and handed her the receipt.

"I don't mean to be a pain," the woman said, "But do you think you could
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lielp me bring these to my car? It's awfully heavy to carry them myself."

Tessie took the largest two suitcases and followed the woman into the

parking lot. The two of them loaded each piece into the trunk of the wom-
an's car, working silently beside each other.

"You're a very^ sweet girl," the woman remarked as they finished.

"Thank you," said Tessie.

"You do your job well. Do you like working at that department store all

the time?"

Tessie shrugged. "I like it enough. It's just a summer job."

"I bet you have big plans for your future, young girl like you. Do you

know what you want to do?"

"I'm going to be a singer," Tessie said.

The woman smiled. "When I was your age, I was going to be a singer,

too," she said. "I was going to be on broadway. See my name in lights. Pick

up flowers outside my dressing room every night."

"What happened?"

The next da}^ ten O' clock The woman shrugged. "I don't know. Time

arrived, and Tessie still TT-^ t'u"^"^
"

tied herself mto the driver s seat. vVell, I won t

liadn't seen the woman in keep you from your work. Have a good day,

the red coat.
Tessie took a deep breath. Finally she asked,

quietly, "Why do you come in to sample per-

fume every day? You could just buy a bottle."

"But then I would be stuck with just one perfume," the woman said.

"It'd be less trouble to have one at home."

"Sometimes, you just need to be someone different every day," the wom-

an said. "Well, you have a nice day."

"You too," Tessie said. "Thanks for shopping with us. Come again." The

woman drove off, and Tessie walked back into work.

The next day, ten o' clock arrived, and Tessie still hadn't seen the woman
in the red coat. She peered around the store. Everything else was normal.

Women were shopping. Dixie sat next to her, thumbing through a maga-

zine and lip syncing some love song that had come on the radio.
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The smoke alarm began screeching at ten-thirty. One moment, Tessie

saw a single lit match abandoned on the floor. A red-coated figure was

seen slipping out the door like lightning. The next moment, there were tall

billows of flames, spreading, licking every counter. They reached pyramids

of stacked perfume bottles and erupted into vicious blazes. Tessie blinked,

and suddenly the fire was consuming the whole store. Perfume bottles

shattered on the ground and were devoured by hungry flames.

There was screaming. Fire alarms and sirens rang in Tessie's ears. She

was suddenly aware of Dixie grabbing her hand and pulling her towards

the exit.

"Come on, Tess, are you crazy.^"

Tessie could barely breathe. The air smelled like burnt wood mixed with

perfume; she couldn't tell whether this was good or bad.

Outside Tessie sobbed. Dixie wrapped her arms around Tessie's belly

and pulled her in close.

"Shh, honey," she soothed.

There were firetrucks. There were police cars. Officers went around as-

suring everyone that no one was injured in the fire; every person had safely

evacuated the building. Only merchandise had been destroyed, including

thousands of dollars worth of makeup and perfume.

When Tessie stopped crying she was still clinging onto Dixie's left hand,

the one with the diamond. She gave it a squeeze. Then she realized she

was still carrying her purse. Tessie reached inside and fished out the news-

paper clipping she'd saved. She stared at the photograph: the ten most

poised, most polished, most happy girls in the world. In the photograph,

she was happy. In the photograph, she was not alone. In the photograph,

things would stay the same forever.

Tessie ran a hand through her hair She smelled like fire and perfume

at the same time. She looked up at the remains of the department store,

reduced to a fiery rubble. Then she looked back down at the snapsshot in

her hands. It was all she had left of her time at the perfume store. [>
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Odd Refraction in the Bus Stop Window.
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Allan-Michael Brown

One Cold Night

Jl^
would play pranks on my roommate, Peter. Every Sunday, before he

went to church, I'd slip a photo of a naked woman in his Bible. But

he wised up, and started shaking his Bible vigorously before he left for

church. When Peter would bring over a friend from church, I would sit

close to him, try to hold his hand and caress him affectionately. It was ex-

citing, making him uncomfortable with my gay. It made me gleeful. Other

times, I'd put my friend Tracey's underwear and lingerie into Peter's laun-

dry bag because Peter would bring his laundry home every other weekend

for his mom to do. Peter would always laugh and blush. It was all in good

fun. His innocence was never broken or questioned by anyone.

Tracey was a little woman with silent beauty. She also had a knack for

crafts. She would fold paper and make little three-dimensional shapes,

mostly stars and hearts. She made hundreds of these, and leave them all

over the apartment. She and Peter would race each other to see how many
hearts each could make in a week. She would always win. Peter started

spending time with her outside of our apartment.

For a while, Peter didn't seem like a roommate. He seemed like a ghost

that would come and go sporadically, only to appear in the flesh when
Tracey was by his side. One night when Tracy was over, Peter took a dollar

bill out of her pocket and made a heart that was distinctive from the ones

Tracy usually made. It wasn't merely three-dimensional like the othersl; it

was flat, he said it had a flower popping out of it. The flower looked more

like an Iron Cross to me. He placed it softly in my hand. I still have it.

One cold night, I had been asleep on my side, with my face to the wall.

Peter came into my bed and placed his arms around my stomach. I woke

up, and the blankness of the wall made me dizzy I could feel his pulse

against my back. His body was warm, and his warmth melted something

hidden behind the shadow of my soul. I never knew that merely laying in
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bed could be so soothing. We fell asleep together.

Tracey wasn't the prettiest girl, and there was something about the way

the light would bounce off her eyes and shine at me. One day, I asked her

to write down the last time she cried. For two weeks, she kept asking the

reason for my request. I told her that I couldn't imagine her shedding a

tear about anything. She wrote several paragraphs about the death of her

grandfather and how his death left a void.

Everyone admired Peter He was friendly, and had an infectious smile

that blurred his ignorance. Every girl I talked with had some sort of crush

on him, mainly because of his boyish charm, crowned with his Christian

purity. He never liked any of the girls back.

Peter and I used to talk all the time. I tried to convince him to go out

with Mary, a strikingly beautiful girl from the all -girls college. She was also

religious, despite the fact that her parents raised her as an atheist. Peter

couldn't give an obvious reason why he didn't like her, despite the fact that

she possessed all the qualities he wanted in a girlfriend. It occurred to me
that Peter had created an unattainable mold of the "T ] I ]

ideal woman. 1 tOCd tO COnVinCC
It was cold one night, and Peter lay in bed on

1^11X1 tTQ Q\|t^ witlll
the other side of the room, asleep. I thought I was ^
drunk, but now, putting that night into context, I IVIciry R StTllciIlS'lV
wasn't. I asked Peter if I could join him in his bed. "

• r> i • i

He obliged. My pulse beat against his back, and becllltlllll glFl . . .

my hands were around his stomach, and gradually

I wandered lower, feeling what I felt months ago when he when he entered

my bed. He hesitated, resisting in words but not physicaly.

Then he got up to go to the bathroom, and I noticed he had an erec-

tion. I heard a quiet but regular drubbing coming from down the hall, so I

walked out of our room and listened. He was relieving the pressure I built

up inside him. I walked back to our room, and got into my bed. He didn't

utter a word when he returned.

When the semester ended, we moved out of our apartment, and parted

ways. That fall we shared a class in a lecture hall. I would watch Peter He
was as I last remembered him, soft and supple— only now, with a new
girlfriend. Tracey was in the front row with him. One day she saw me and

smiled and nodded in my direction. I nodded back.

Sometimes, late at night, I open a window and stare out. I en\y inno-

cence, deadly as it seems. I still wonder why we parted ways. I still tiiink .

of that first night when he was cold enough to ask me to get into my bed. [>
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Juan Carlo Caspar

858

In 858 we laughed, cried, and died.We threw our cigarettes out the window
because the world was our ashtray.

We lived with an alcoholic once. She was old but so infantile in so many
ways.

We looked at her with disgust.We drank with her.We tried to help her.We
hated her. She wakes up daily drowning herself in vodka even before her

morning-piss

And we too but only on weekends.

Today, passing by 858, I see something else; I see a beautiful story.

We lived with a Bipolar freak once. She threw a mug at my wrist that

throbbed like Zeus striking down on mortals for being too greedy and

vindictive.

I liked her but she was crazy.

Today, passing by 858, 1 wonder if she still needs to call her mom every time

the sun goes down.

We lived with a pothead once. She did nothing but smoke and cook bacon

in her underwear.

We'd smoke with her but she always hid in her room and once the door

closed, we wouldn't see her til tomorrow.

We hated living there. The dilapidated floors matched the mice that would

walk around the apartment as if they pay rent too.

The drug dealer downstairs who'd came upstairs bleeding, asking for help.

We hated each other.

Today, passing by 858, I feel together. You'd be surprised at how we can

leam and grow from ANY experience.

After two years and ten roommates after, Ali and I look back and reminisce

the now, what we call "good" times.

To grow is to see yourself truthfully. Without filter.

858 was a laboratory where we experimented with drugs and with our lives.

858 was a period I don't intend to revisit. But just like a photograph, it has

sentimental values and epiphanies.
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Megan Bennett

Adaptation

J^X. was given a name to match the splendor it supposidly offered: Sereni-

ty. The city was far from living up to its name, but I believed in providing

the occasional streak of hope to other citizens. I left the radio on and my
windows open so all who passed by my apartment could hear Bing Crosby

singing, a small contribution to the crumbling city of Serenity. I gathered

my keys and put on my coat. The short hand on my bronze wristwatch

crept towards seven, reminding me— as if I didn't already know— that I

was late to work.

I clutched the door knob, closing the door behind me. I jiggled the knob

to make sure it was locked— a habit learned from years of living here. A
man in overalls limped over to me, favoring his right leg. He seemed to be

waiting outside my apartment. I approached him.

"Hey, sir.'* You need any help?" He peered from beneath his worn bowler

cap, scanning me excessively. His face was overgrown with stubble. Cheap

alcohol lingered on his breath.

"Can yeh spare me some change, budday.^"

I hesitated. He appeared unkempt, but he didn't look homeless. "I'm

sorry, I don't have any to give."

Bing Crosby echoed the man's words; ''Why don 'tjou remember, fmyour
pal. Say buddy, can you spare a dime?'' I swallowed. The hair on my arms

stood up.

He paused, rolling his tongue in his half-open mouth, scraping his yel-

lowed teeth with it. His left eye appeared to have a permanent squint.

"Well that's sim'lar to wot the other guy said to me a few minutes ago,"

he sneered, tugging at his pant leg and shaking the change in his pocket.

Over his right shoulder I saw a man, reduced to a stiffening corpse. The

drunken man revealed a crowbar. I gasped. My muscles tightened as my
hand fumbled blindly for the doorknob behind me. I glanced across the

street; silhouettes shifted in the windows.

"They ain't gonna' help you. Ain't no one gonna' help you, gehehehe."

He breathed with ease. My pulse in my throat was fast and palpitating.
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"Sir, please, I don't want any trouble here. I really don't have any money
to spare," I bleated. He inched closer, waving the crowbar above his head. I

trembled. "Y-you know how it is these days, no one has any change to just

give you— "

He struck my chest with the crowbar. I stumbled to my knees, winded.

I staggered up, leaning against my door for support. He struck again and

I dodged him narrowly. His weapon had scraped my head. The world was

spinning. Warm blood dripped down my face. He looked into my eyes, and

twisted his lips into a violent grin.

"You're all jus' greedy bastards. All of ye!" He spat on the floor.

I looked around for something, anything. I crawled closer to the dead

man, scanning him desperately for a weapon. A lead pipe peeked out from

beneath him. I scrambled to the side where the pipe was. Pushing the

body was like trying to move a man-sized sandbag. With all of my effort,

I rolled him over, and for a moment, met his eyes. I forced myself to look

away. I wasn't going to die like this. I yanked the pipe from under him and

turned around just in time to dodge another blow from the crowbar. I

swung at the man's legs, missing. I swept the pipe at him again. Clipped his

left leg. He howled. He swimg at me again, missing. I stood there, clutching

the cold pipe, weighing it in my sweat-drenched paws, trying to anticipate

his next move. He had a desperate look in his eyes, like something wild

had taken over him. He lunged at me with his arm in a stabbing motion,

hooking me in the ribs again. I paced, not letting the man leave my sight.

Sweat pooled aroundn my eyes. I dove at the man, smashing his jaw with

the bulky end of the pipe. He staggered. His glassy eyes were glowing with

rage. His legs shook with anger. Blood streamed from his mouth.

"Why you've got som' nerve there— " he said.

I swung at him again, taking the advantage

Blood spread on the floor, ^ wouldn't stop swinging. I couldn't con-

1 1 • .1 1 11 i-l 4 ^^^^ myself The man was on the groiuid, gar-

lialOing me skull ttiat was
^^^^^ ^i^^^ ^^li^^^ begging me to stop.

intaet moments ago.
^^^^ , ^^^p

The lead pipe shattered his shoulder. "Hauuughh!" I slanuned the pipe

into his cheek. Blood flowed between his teeth.

"Pleese, scho-schtop!"

I smashed the pipe into his face.

"PuhL.plh.."
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His jaw was unhinged, and he stopped moving.

My mouth twitched. Blood spread on the floor, haloing the skull that was

intact moments ago. That other body was still there. My stomach churned.

My ears tingled. I felt sick, alone. Blood soaked my shirt. I was one of them.

Panic clouded my thoughts. I had to think clearly. A heavily shrubbed

area was to my left, concealed by the darkness of broken streetlights. I'd

hide the bodies in the bushes. For now at least, I thought.

I dragged the man I killed by the arms across the blood-soaked ce-

ment, struggling with

the dead we^ht. It was
j hauled the ollicr bodv into the bushes

as It his body was trv-

ing to stay connected to 311(1 stiiiiibled bacK to iiiy apartment
the ground. His back

scraped against the rough cement, dredging the gravel and dirt.

I spread the bushes and heaved him into a dense area. I staggered.

Someone would have to notice the blood on the ground. I hauled the

other body into the bushes and stumbled back to my apartment, the bat-

tered lead pipe still clenched in my hand.

A week-old newspaper hung over the arm ofmy leather Xomi^eT^ Serenity

Tribune scrawled across the top in elegant letters. A lone coffee mug glared

at me from across the room. A caramel-brown ring stained its inside. I put

the bloody pipe on the table. My head throbbed, and the open gash on my
forehead still wept fresh blood.

1 pressed a damp cloth to my forehead and picked up my rotary tele-

phone and slammed it back down. I had no one to call. I sat for a while

listening the radio.

Days passed. I hid in my apartment. There were no phone calls, not even

from work. I wouldn't be surprised if I'd been replaced already. The cut on

my forehead scabbed and had begun to peel.

I looked at my pictureless walls with regret. Both the walls and I would

stay here and be empty forever, I thought. The lead pipe was still resting

on the table exactly where I'd put it days before.

When I was getting ready to move to Serenity, my father told me '*Son,

I don't care what nobody tells ya'. There will always be rich people, and

there will always be poor people. Anyone that tries to tell ya' different is

out to brainwash ya'."

He was right. I picked up the pipe, closed my windows, turned off the

radio and went outside.[>
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John Burns

A Girl I Used to Love

saw a woman and her mother eating breakfast. WTiile not entirely re-

markable, something stood out in her features. A heavy set and older

woman had been sitting and blocking my view across the shop. The wom-
an had shifted to her left and opened a lane of sight. She didn't entirely

look like a whole person. It seemed that only facets of her were apparent,

highlighted against the rest of her.

Her subtle chin ran across the breadth of her face moving into her jaw-

line and up past her short curved ears and into her hair. It was tied up in

a loose bun behind her head, confining the wild mahogany locks. I was

enchanted. Thought of the girl I used to love undoing the bun, letting each

strand drop around her head and neck, draped over her shoulder. I feel

each bunch of hairs around my fingers, letting the coarseness of my skin

be soothed by the soft, silken tresses.

The plaster shattered when the woman across the shop pulled the bun

taught. But as her hand fell, I noticed her nails. They were bright tangerine

color on the tips and the white on the bottom halves. She had an affinits

for flashy colors, I could see. Her skin was sun kissed.

Locked onto the woman's hands 1 hardly noticed the waitress placing

my eggs benedict in front of me. Only the clack of the plate against the

table top snapped me back into focus with a full body twitch.

I turned and nodded and forced a smile. She had mo^ed back into the

kitchen and absently my eyes followed her Meanwhile the older, weights

woman shifted back and obstructed my view.
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I took a sloppy mess of breakfast up. A glob of hollandaise sauce bung
on the comer of my mouth. As my tongue retrieved it, I imagined the

brush of her index finger against my lip. She pulled it up before me and

back to her own mouth, straight into the center of her tongue. Laughing

with her mouth closed, I remember frowning pla}^fully and becoming her

lovey-dovey puppet. She then sighed and picked up a strawberry from her

waffle, scooping whipped cream onto it and then placed it into my mouth.

When I bit down she pulled away slightly, grinning like a cat before letting

me enjoy the rest of the fruit.

She often told me not to

She wanted my love, but she amthing, to remeber
^' those less fortunate. She usu-

didn't want me. I suppose I f^
''''t

t^i^^hen there were
A A but a rew drops lert m her

was there as a place holder, ^i^ss; the rest of the pint be-

1 mg worked through her body,

through her organs and in her

bloodstream. Then she'd giggle and hail the purv eyor of alcohol, whom-
ever they would be and have another round sent over.

I managed to swallow a couple of mouthfuls of my breakfast and mixed

the rest around enough to make it seem like I made a heai-tv go at the meal.

The weighty woman had shifted again. I tried peering around her, but she

was insurmountable and I felt hopeless. However, after a few moments of

fidgeting in her seat and complaining in hushed tones to her companion,

their association was unknown to me. They called one of the Brazilian girls

over for the check. I wanted to push the girl to move faster as she made

her Avay over to the table.

Once the tab was paid with a meager tip, those two hea\y diners shuffled

off in labored steps towards the door. Freeing my eyes from the visual

sores that they were, I went back to her. Much to my surprise she was

now holding a young girl in her arms. It was unmistakable that it was her

daughter The curls, the eyes, the nose, it was all from her mother

I became transfixed. I had often wondered what my girl's daughter would

look like when she was my girl. I wondered if I could've given her a daugh-

ter, if I could've stomached the burden of family life. Not that she wanted

that, but I had to wonder if I could have given her amthing she may have

wanted. It was impossible though. There would be no way for me to give

her everything that she wanted. She wanted freedom and she wanted me
close. She wanted to sleep alone and to cuddle against my body.

She tolerated the things that I did. She accepted me, never asked me to
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change. We would drink together and on rare occasions trouble found us

as if we were waiting for it. She never shied away from it or tried to hide.

hi the end there was one main issue. She wanted my love, but she didn't

want me. I suppose I was there as a place holder. To comfort her when
she cried, to be her white knight, while the other knights were away. But I

think when she saw what was under my armor there wasn't anything that

she needed. When I became human, she lost all interest in me.

I suppose it was partially my fault. I told her stories ofmy travels. I made
her laugh, heartily, to the very point of snorting through her nose; at first

she would be embarrassed, but then came to laugh through it all. She

seemed infallible.

As I looked at the woman across the room, and the girl in her arms, I

started to see resentment in her eyes. She was young, but sapped of energy.

The girl was a reminder of this, the loss of her freedom. Maybe she was a

reminder of her father, the man that left her with the child. Maybe I was

the kind of man that could manage to be a father and stay a father.

"Are you all done.^" The cinnamon waitress stood next to me, a weary

hand on a canted hip.

"Yes. Thank you."

I handed her my plate and she placed the check in front of me. When
I looked back across the shop, I saw the woman with the girl in her arms

stand up. I saw the strength in her arms. Walking around the table, she had

no swagger in her hips. She carried the weight of a child and not the eyes

of the room. There was an absence ofyouth in her, a loss in livelihood. She

was a woman, both<in demeanor and in her responsibility. She was not the

girl I used to love.[>
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(^oi-iiiiic Jager

LILLESAND
bed frame series, floor model

It s a wintiy mix day at Ikea,

^veVe map in hand but no good idea

where to begin after Swedish meatballs.

Bellies full, hands clasped, we wander vast halls.

draw crimson drapes here, test kitchen sinks there,

trv kiddie toys. The whole thing has the air

of Fisher Price for gi'o^Miups. Stalls and floors

of things we still can play with, no front doors

to seal us in. Most weird to examine

consummation beds ^vith strangers. \ou win

foreign smiles mocking the bed model's name,

what was that, a Fldrko? It's not the same

as trying the bed, which we all want to

do. stop fingering pillows, come on. my you.

stop testing chairs in this bed paradise,

lay vA\h me here, it would be oli so nice,

come collapse here, the bed seems just lonely

oh touch me but dear honey just only

quietly just only under my coat

this lush public bed so neglects to note

that we can't test it for another use

beyond the puritanical snooze.
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Jacqueline Perry

October 20, 2010

Do you want a heartwarming story ofwhen I was a girl?

Baby, I could spend days reminiscing 'bout my 2-mile-wide world

Rows of white houses, and sidewalks, and big grassy backyards

But darling, ice cream and ballet class only gets me so far

Is this what I am? That old American Dream?

What with my TVs, peanut butter, and designer jeans?

Honey, I come from the men who died long before my birth

But that didn't stop them from leaving their families and sailing halfway across the

Is this what Great-grandfather pictured, a hundred years before

Twelve-hour days at the laundry, trying to send home a little more

Alone in a foreign country, just to give the unborn a foot in the door?

And grandmother, you always kissed me and tucked me in at night

Held my hand and watched my favorite films, made sure I was all right

Brought me teddy bears and candy, wdped my tears until they dried

Yet I came home each night to crayons, never knew what it means to cry.

I wasn't there that winter morning, when planes flew overhead

.And you slept trembling in a bomb shelter, while your neighbors were struck dead.

Were you scared to pack up and leave the city when your family decided to run

And your own grandmother jumped to grave in a cold lake, for fear of all the giuis?
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So yeah, that's right, hun, I could tell you 'bout my lunchbox days

My pigtailin', jump-ropin', swingsettin' ways.

Or I could write about the innocent, gunned down in back alleys, how—
If I paint a pretty picture of that, would this be poetry now?

For every family story I can offer, there's a hundred more from people I'll never meet

While I was sipping soda cans, their broken liquor bottles lined the street

And while I cherished Mom's homecooked soup, each ounce lovingly stirred

Families of sunken bones collapsed overseas, their cries never heard.

But these are stories I'll never know, people I'll never see—

All I know's where I come from, not where I'm going.

And sweetie, in truth, all this so-called "poetiy" I say

Is just a little girl's words— do they make a difference in any way?

So I cling to the past— but then I let it go.

For it might be cliche, but what lies ahead— I'll never know.

I swallow the stories of my blood, carry them with me always

God knows how much those before me made me who I am today—

But then I take a deep breath, look ahead, and am on my own way.
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Internet hv Caleb Nelson

Writing, a Perspective

Ifyou keep doing anything, whatever it is

it is a form of meditation."

Fanny Howe grew up in the wake of \\ orld \\ ar Two, in an artsy and

enHghtened home. Her mom foiuided the Poets Theater and produced the

early work of W.B Yeats, Frank O'Hara and John Ashberv among other

notable wTiters. Her dad taught constitutional law at Hai'vard and cam-

paigned for civil rights. Growing up among artists and activists prepared

Howe for a long career of exploring and illuminating the spider-webbed

crevices of /Vmerican life and societv.
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Since publishing her first collection of short stories in the late 60s,

Howe has written over twenty volumes of poetry, twelve works of fiction,

two memoirs and six young-adult books. Her resume is extensive, but she

speaks softly and looks simple— from her basic glasses right down to her

earth-toned shoes. After dropping out of Stanford she embraced a poet's

life of poverty.

There's nothing that she pretends to know. She exudes wonder, and na-

tionally she is recognized as one of a small group of avant-garde feminist

writers who approach life and literature as explorers rather than as ex-

. plainers.

In the fall of 2012 Howe joined UMass Boston's Creative Writing Pro-

gram as its inaugural visiting writer Early this spring, she arrived at Algiers

Coffee House in Harvard Square to chat over hot chocolate.

What was the first thing you got published?

The first thing I had published was in the college magazine. But the first

exciting thing was one of my pulpy novels, which I wrote to make money

when I was a college dropout and I didn't have a penny. I was already

writing bad novels and I sent one to an agent who said, "try writing one

of these." And he sent me a little packet of the kind of genera pulp that

was called "Sweet Nurse Books." They're about nurses. So I wrote three of

those, and that was actually the best apprenticeship. I got published, and I

got a tiny bit of money but it was good to do that.

Then I published poems, first in the "Atlantic Monthly," I think it was the

first, and then Houghton Mifflin did a collection of my stories when I was

twenty-seven or twenty- eight. Now as I look back, I think I was quite yoimg

actually. At the time I just was so terrified of the world. I never was good

at hustling or trying to get my things out or anything like that, so it was a

miracle that anything ever did.

How did you find so much energy to do so much writing and to get so

much of it published?

I'm only happy writing. I mean I'm either thinking, writing or playing

with children. Those are the three things 1 like to do. So there's nothing

about oh what a hard worker I am or anything. That's when I am happy.
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What's your writing process?

I always have written by hand. I always have a notebook and a pen, so if

you were late I would be madly writing. So I just carried a notebook. Then
1 would, about two weeks later, look casually back to see what was in that

notebook and I'd be amazed. I hadn't even thought, had no consciousness

when I was doing it.

Then I would use those sound patterns and breath patterns to make
something like a song or whatever you want to call it, out of those ran-

dom materials. So it was partly randomness that interested me. The chance

thing comes through you. So I don't ever feel I really own what I'm doing

until after I've done this, and I've been working on it, and even then I'm

depending on lightening bolts.

When did you decide you wanted to be a writer?

When I was a child. I grew up in a very literary household, so it was al-

ways a possibility. There were always books around me, and also I was very

bad at school, and hated school, so I developed a strong private life, which

I felt nobody could say was right or wrong. When I was about fourteen I

committed myself to it. It was like becoming a nun or something. I just said

that this is what I'm going to do with my life.

You've written so many different kinds of things. You've written short

stories and poems and essays and novels. How would you classify yourself

and your work?

I think of myself as a poet, because I am not very good at stoiy telling.

I'm much more stream of consciousness kind of writer, and whatever is

redeemable about my novels comes out of having been writing poetiy all

those years. So the poetry is the template out of which all those other

things come, all the other writing. So I always encourage prose writers to

write poems, and to take it seriously.

Do you prefer writing poems?

No. I love writing all kinds of prose too, but I couldn't do it without be-

ing so attuned to language, and to words. That's what the poetry gives me
is that attention to every sound of every word.
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W hat do you enjoy reading, or what have you been reading lately?

That changes all the time. But I read a lot of philosophy, and for years I

read theology. For about ten to fifteen years I was just reading that.

Also I read poetry by my friends, who are poets, and sometimes someone

asks me to blurb their book, often a young person, and then I read those

manuscripts. But I don't go out to buy books of poems or novels anymore.

I used to, but I don't anymore. I like reading people's ideas, and then I re-

read old books that I've already loved.

There is so much good stuff to read already. Do you think that there is

any space for more writing?

I understand that question, believe me.

Sometimes that can be an overwhelming question, and you just feel

crushed, like at thatAWP meeting (The Association ofWriters and Writing

Programs had a conference in Boston this Spring). That would be enough

to make you just never do anything. Horrifying. Thousands of writers.

Somebody said to me the other day, you have to keep doing it so other

people won't give up, which seems like a good enough answer There has to

be that path available and if everybody panicked and stopped, that would

be the end of it all.

AVhat changes about writers and their writing from generation to gen-

eration? I mean, in the history of literature, what's different?

It seems to go through cycles of becoming more socially engaged, like

Thackeray or Trollope and Dickens, social satire, and in our time it w ould

be Mailer and those guys. But before then there were people who were

telling fables. The writing was more sparse and abstract and I think now
we're moving back toward an abstract period again. It seems to be as usual,

a kind of back and forth thing in the end.

I mean that's really generalizing. Some of my favorite writers are the

most given over to description, like Thomas Hardy. I love his novels, but I

myself would rather write a very short ones. So I think that's sort of cycles.

How has \our writing process changed over the years?

Oh, well when I gave up smoking it changed. My concentration changed.

So just changing a habit. Smoking. I couldn't sit for as long, because you
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know how nice it is to sit and smoke. Once I gave that up then I didn't

want to sit at the table very long, so I began writing in shorter more intense

blocks. But that was also because I had heaps of children all over me, so

my attention span was veiy limited to the kids, and that's why poetry was

probably more manageable. But I did go on writing novels throughout all

of that, and I loved it. I loved having another world, living two lives at once.

I was always dreaming about what the characters would do the next day.

How did your childhood experiences affect your writing?

I wasn't veiy good at expressing myself through my mouth so I figured

out how to do it othei-wise. I would sit writing all the time. Doing some-

thing that nobody else could tell you was good or bad was important.

I was exposed to a lot of beauty, so I wanted to produce beauty. That's

probably the biggest reason.

Have your views on politics or social justice changed over the years?

I've basically stayed a communist from the beginning. I would say libera-

tion theology was very important to me - the socialist catholic movement.

I really haven't changed my feelings at all about how out of balance every-

thing is.

What is the most valuable experience that you've had for your writing?

You mean in terms of the writing itself?

In terms of personal experience, what's influenced you?

Those are all the time. I mean eveiything, the whole experience of living.

I made some videos when I was teaching at UCSD with a graduate

student who helped me with the editing. That infiuenced me because I

learned about cutting and pasting and moving things around. The whole

rhythm of film editing made a big impact on me and sort of did change the

way I would think of pages. My last novel, Indwisible, is about a filmmaker,

and I use a lot of those shapes and techniques.

Also, ifyou keep doing anything, whatever it is, it's almost like a yoga dis-

cipline, even if it isn't all of the exercises it is a form of meditation. It does

change you to keep doing the same thing, losing yourself in something

else. It changes the way you think.
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How does what you hoped to be as a writer, when you were young,

compare to what you have become, and what you hope to be as a writer

now?

It probably hasn't changed that much. I still am a devotee of beaut\. I

just want to write something really good, but really good now more than

ever means true. I side with Keats, "Truth is beauty, beauty truth."

I'm pretty harsh as a critic now, probably harsher than I used to be. I

demand more from movies and books.

In what way?

It has to have this scepter around it of someone who's really onto some-

thing else, who's not just infatuated with the text. But who sees something

beyond it. I guess I'm sort of like interested in the edge of things. AMiat's

the next? Is there another world?
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The Watermark
Signature Awards

Sponsored byNarrow WayPlumbing andHeating

This spring The Watermark presented its Signature Awards to recognize the best work

printed in four categories: fiction, non- fiction, poetry and visual arts. Winners recieved

a $100 cash prize, sponsored by Narrow Way Plumbing and Heating of Dorchester The

English Department's Professor Joseph Torra selected the winning submissions. The awards

were announced at The Watermark's release party in May.

Signature Short Story - From the forty-two fiction submissions we received this spring,

we printed seventeen. We chose the stories in this volume because they captured our

imaginations, and kept us absorbed right through to the end.

Signature Article - Of the eleven submissions for this award, we chose six to print— five

articles and one essay. The winning article was chosen based on its execution and impact.

Signature Poem - We selected twenty-two entries for this award from the one hundred

and thirty eight poetry submissions received this spring.We chose the poems in this volume

based on their emotional impact and cadence. There's no true science to these decisions.We
print the poems that best move our minds and our emotions.

Signature Visual Art Series - For this award we printed eleven out of the twenty-nine

visual art submissions received this spring. The Editors of this journal chose the winner

based on the aesthetics, originality and continuity of the project.
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NarrowWay
Plumbing and Heating

617-436-5229
Here at Narrow Way, service means work performed promptly, to completion.

Whether yon have a small drip or need a new hot water heater, we are ready to serve

yonr plnmbing and heating needs.

We have done work in some of the oldest bnildings in Boston, and have heen on call for o\ er 25 years

ready to address any problem, plain and pecnliar

Narrow Way makes sure your sei-vice needs are resolved, and we will be here to stand behind our work.

Ifyon have a leak, call and we can walk yon tlirongli the steps to secnre it, then set np an appointment

for the same day.

If yonr problem is not a emergency, let ns know what yon need, and we will respond dnring our

business hours: Monday through Friday, 7am - 5pm.

We proudly serve the connnunities of:

Boston, South Boston, Back Bay, South End, Milton, Quincy, WoUaston, Brookline, Newton.

Brighton, Allston, Chestnut Hill, Cambridge, Dorchester, Mattapan, Boxbuiy, Boxbuiy C.rossing.

West Boxbmy, Roslindale, Hyde Park, Jamaica PLiin.

.com
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